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Want of care does us more ■*
harm than want of knowledge. •*
— Franklin
•*

***

MANY REPLACEMENTS

C. C. C. Plans To Enroll 109,276 Men
Early Part of This Month
The Civilian Conservation Corps
plans to enroll 109.276 men during the
first two weeks of October as replace
ments for those who have dropped out
to enter private employment or who
leave the corps at the conclusion of
its seventh period.
The replacement program, an
nounced by Robert Pechner, director
of emergency conservation work, is
intended to bring the corps up to its
authorized strength of 350.000. It
calls for the enrollment of 97,525
young men, 7120 war veterans and
4991 experienced local men.
The number of men, including all
tnree classes, to be enrolled in the
various States included:
Maine, 695; New Hampshire, 395;
and Vermont, 117.

OPEN UNTIL NOVEMBER 1ST
“RUTH'S”
Ruth Barter. Prop.
HOT LOBSTER STEW, SALADS
AND SANDWICHES, PASTRY
Tenant's Harbor, Me.
TeL 8035
118-129

TONIGHT
AT

Armory Ball Room
EDDIE WHALEN
and his

Yankee Ambassadors
Dancing 8.30 to 12.00
Admission 35c
119‘H

RAWLEY’S
HOME COOKING

In

State—What the Require
ments Are
Charles S. Brown of Augusta, di
rector of the Civilian Conservation
Corps in Maine under the State De
partment of Health and Welfare, said
October enrollment for Maine CCC
camps would be from Oct. 1 to 15.
Brown said an applicant for enroll
ment as a junior “must be between
17 and 28 years old, unmarried, un
employed, physically fit, a citizen ol
the United States, with needy de
pendents, and willing to allot at least
$25 of the $30 minimum monthly cash
allowance to a dependent beneficiary."
“In order to clear the public relief
rolls," he said, “the applicant must
definitely represent a family receiving
or eligible for relief.”
He also announced that applicants
must not be less than 60 inches In
height and not less than 107 pounds
in weight. Young men regularly at
tending school "are not to be con
sidered ‘unemployed' and. therefore,
are not eligible to make application."
To be re-selected, Brown said, "a
boy must have been honorably dis
charged following his former service
in the CCC.”
The State Department of Health
and Welfare, of which George W.
Leadbetter is commissioner, was
named the Maine selecting agent for
the CCC camps by the Federal De
partment of Labor.

WHERE LANDON STANDS
Republican Nominee Has No Use For
Bigotry or Racial Prejudice

Gov. Landon disclaimed Thursday
support of any element "endeavoring
to bring racial prejudices and religi
ous bigotries into American life." In
a formal statement, issued without
comment, the Republican Presidential
nominee said:
“My attention has recently been
directed to the activities of a number
of agencies which, for selfish pur
poses or political reasons, are en
deavoring to exploit prejudice be
tween groups of American citizens.
I have no use for any elements who
! are endeavoring to bring racial preju
dices and religious bigotries into
1 American life and state frankly that
' I disclaim the support of any such
j organization or groups.
"If ever the day should come in
I this country that would see persecui tions of any racidl group or sect be
cause of race or religion, contrary to
the bill of rights, I would stand among
I their defenders."
LOUIE J. DREWETT

TEACHER OF PIANO

Private lessons in the homes or in
her studio at
j 32 School St.,
Rockland, Me.
Tel. 883-W
Open Evenings and Sundays
116*8119
114T&8tf

The One Question God Cannot Answer
Do Not Fail To Hear This Sermon By
Evangelist C. M. Pike

SUNDAY, OCT. 4—7.30 P. M.
GRAND ARMY HALL,
ROCKLAND
119*It

TRU CKING
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
TO AND FROM ALL POINTS IN MAINE
Arrangements Made For Out of State Delivery

HASKELL BROS.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL. 29-M,

119’lt

FREE—ROGERS SILVERWARE
Come in and receive VALUABLE CARDS with
your Purchases

MILLER & WHITTEN
Shell Gas and Oil, Grunow Radios, Accessories and
Supplies, Arvin Heaters
ROUTE 1 (AT THE CEMENT PLANT),

FOR

THOMASTON, ME.
117*&119*

SALE

Land, Buildings, Machinery, Tools and Equipment
The Charles D. Blake property on Gay St. Place, Rockland, con
sisting of two large lots of land, office and machine shop building,
cement working building, cement mixers and other machinery and
equipment; motors, forge, house jacks, blocking, barrows, power
machinery, shafting and belting and tools of every description.
Substantial cash payment required.
For price and particulars apply to

JOHN J. PERRY, Agent, 64 North Main St.
,

CENTRAL MAINE EARNINGS

THREE CENTS A COPY

SEDAN GOES ON RAMPAGE

Volume 91.................... Number I 19.

HEADING INTO THE STORM

This

Progress In

206 MAIN' ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

PIES, DOUGHNUTS, CAKES.
ETC.
BAKED BEAN'S AND BROWN
BREAD, HOT ROLLS
SATURDAYS

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, October 3, 1936

74Stf

Show Much Better In the Column Than They Did Plenty Of Fireworks In Triple-Jointed Auto A Nine-Hundred Mile Motor Tour Which Began
With a 70-Mile Gale
a Year Ago
Accident At Thomaston Yesterday
(By The Roving Reporter—Sixth Installment)
A freak accident, which resulted in H. Whitehouse of 91 North Main
During the third quarter of 1936 tentlon is being given this particular
Central Maine Power Co., has shown problem and we hope to communicate no serious injuries, occurred in street, this city, was badly damaged.
teresting institutions glimpsed by the
The Cole sedan was then content to
reasonably good earnings although with you regarding it within a few Thomaston yesterday afternoon about
wayside.
It has suffered considerably from weeks. During the current year pro- 3.15. A Maine State Prison truck, turn completely around and roll over
A portable house corporation ad
the generally dry condition in the bably the construction requirements driven by Guy Overlock, was about on its side. It had traveled 198 feet,
vertises its wares in Keene, and
territory and consequent low water of the Company will be close to to turn into the prison road, and was from the time of the impact with
Nashua boasts a Normal School.
and from charging off the cost of, $1,000,000, and as a general rule it struck by a sedan, driven by William the Prison truck. State police said
Marlboro (N. H.) tells the world
the March flood at the rate of $15,000 will be from four to five times the H. Cole, of 54 Swan road, Winchester, that the Whitehouse car was the
that It was settled in 1760. Monada month during July and August. amount of the Company's increase in Mass. After hitting the truck the car only thing that saved the Massachu
nock's prosperity would seem to de
The last of the expense items con gross business. This year is not went across the lawn which lies be setts car from plunging into the
pend in a considerable measure upon
its blanket mills.
nected with this flood, which will quite so much as that because the tween the police barracks and prison, office, which was occupied by Ken
Near Peterboro we paused to buy
probably amount to about $5000, will power plant expenditure, with the left the ground for 20 feet, struck and neth Dunbar, State patrolman, Austin
McKeen, office desk man, and Mr.
exception of the Bucksport turbine, jumped agatn 15 feet In the air.
some native peaches, which were sell
be charged off in September.
A State Police car, parked in the Whitehouse, who had jlst entered the
ing at a price that would have
During the month of August the had already been made. In general
If either party should select the caused the mouths of many Maine
new non-condensing turbine which about half of this money can be driveway, was missed being hit by a office from his car.
Mr. Cole was brought to Knox Hos onion as its symbol Western Mas housewives to water. Posted all along
but another car parked ahead
the Company installed in the Maine provided from the sale of bonds and I
pital, where he was treated for a cut sachusetts would be strong for It. At the route are salesmen who operate
of
the
state
car,
owned
by
the
First
the
other
half
should
be
provided
Seaboard Paper Company's mill at
least that was the impression Bob on a commission.
National Stores and driven by Ralph'over one ey’ and bruises.
Bucksport was put into operation from the sale of junior securities and
Webster and I got while motoring
and has been running steadily, six from the Company's depreciation
Pewees, 30 Cents a Dozen
from Springfield to Brattleboro, Vt.
days a week, since about August 20th. money and surplus earnings.
Acres and acres of the pungent vege
We passed through Wilton in the
We have also to think about pay
It has performed fully as well as the
table lying in rows, and looking not Souhegan Valley and then came to
ing
off
our
bank
debt
more
rapidly.
engineers expected and is now pro
unlike freshly dug potatoes from a Milford whose industries include the
ducing about 110.000 kilowatt hours a In 1936. $500,000 has been paid on
distance. It is evidently the harvest manufacture of postoffice equipment
day. As the weather grows cooler the $2,000,000 debt contracted last
ing period, and every wayside stand and plumbers' woodwork. In this
this production will Increase slightly year.
carried bags of onions.
town we saw "fresh brown eggs” ad
The market for bonds still con
so that during the winter months
Tea houses adopt all sorts of meth vertised at 40, 45 and 50 cents. The
tinues
to
be
good
and
it
is
hoped
that
we expect to get around 140.000 kilo
ods of attracting the passing motorist. Langdell Lumber Company must do
before the end of the year the Com
watt hours a day out of it.
One that we saw had a sodded roof. an extensive business. Judging from
• • • •
pany can refund its 4*4 and 414%
Fire, which had been burning some I Ellen, were in Rockland, and on the
In Deerfield we stopped long the huge piles of material we saw.
Rehabilitation of the Company's bonds and make some saving in in time before it was discovered, yes-' way home stopped in a Thomaston enough to read the inscription on a
Wood to burn, so to speak.
Farmingdale steam plant has gone on terest charges by this means.
terday destroyed "Atticus." the beau- , store. Upon asking where the fire small memorial. It read something
Nashua was air-minded, on this
during the past year. The boiler
tiful summer home of Amos S. Mills was, were told it was their own house, like this; “Thomas Lothrop in com
particular occasion, at least, for there
room has been brought up-to-date by
of Boston. Known originally as the
Lack of water and the low tide mand of 84 men. including 18 team
WANTS THE STATION
was a large crowd at the Airport.
changing over the two coal-fire boil
Killeran homestead, it was later made it impossible for the fire de sters, from Deerfield, conveying
What do we call our small eggs
ers and building new furnaces for
stores from that town to Hadley were here in Knox County? Near Nashua
New Lions Club At Vinal owned by the late John Creighton of partment to aid in any way.
Thomaston. Mr. Mills became owner 1 Fire was reported by a tuck driver ambushed by 700 Indians. The Cap
them suitable for the use of oil. A
they were advertised as "pewees” at
haven Is After Lobster a few years ago.
driving from Cushing, who, upon see- tain and 76 men were slain Septem
feed water purification system has
30 cents a dozen.
The house was burned flat, burning lng no one home, reported it to the ber. 1675.
been installed. The piping and boil
Rearing Project
Procter cemetery for animals at
clothing,
money
and
jewelry.
The
fire
department
from
Dunn
&
Elliot
’
s
ers have been thoroughly overhauled.
tracts
the
tourists’
attention.
Maple
Sugar
Novelties
Vinalhaven long a busy fish port, only clothss saved were some that store.
In the turbine room a new rotor has
Nashua's ballfield Ls reminiscent of
Looking
somewhat
fearfully
about
The loss amounted to about $7000.
been purchased and installed In the is making a bid for the lobster rear were drying on the line outside.
the days when that town had a team
us we continued on our way. but all
Mrs. Mills and daughter. Mar jorie j partly covered by insurance.
largest turbine and a new electrical ing project being planned by the
In the New England League. The
was
peace
and
serenity.
end in one of the others. The water State and Federal governments.
New England League is also reminis
Greenfield, the next large town
tunnels have been cleaned out and
cent. The city has a broad main
Situated at the geographical center
on our route is politically-minded
the whole plant has been put into
street and all the earmarks of a wide
just now. for it is the home of the
condition where it can probably make of the Maine coast and in the heart
Republican nominee for governor, awake city.
power cheaper than it could when it of abundant lobster beds it is believed
Indian Head is evidently a name
and they say his fellow citizens are
was new, twenty-four years ago. As by prominent citizens that Vinal
to
conjure with, for it seems to be
going to give him a rousing good
power from this plant costs more haven is the logical spot for establi
tacked onto quite a lot of things.
vote.
A
large
Elks
Home
was
among
than from any other source which shing a hatchery.
And here is "Green Hat Cafe.”
the buildings we noted.
O. V. Drew has been appointed a
the Company has available, the plant
An Appropriate Motto
If
you
buy
a
lot
of
eggs
in
that
is not operated except during an ex committee of one by the Lions Club
neighborhood
they
’
re
cheaper
—
Benson has a wild animal farm, but
Tenth Race. Free For All
treme drought. It has not been to investigate the proposition and to
With perfect fall weather the postthree dozen for 95 cents.
Calumet Charles (Pat
the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries
having been to some several circuses
needed for several years and we hope contact
™------ —- -■—
~Iponed “third day" of North Knox
terson)
$4 80 $4.10 $2.50
Crossing the State line into Ver in our time, wc passed it up in the
3.90 270
that it will not be during the present and Commissioner Rodney E. Feyler Fair saw another large crowd in Rhineworthy (Kingsley)
mont the green hills beckon with a interests of time, and passed on to
Palomita
(Larolella)
2.40
season.
Rainfall conditions have |* the Department of Sea and Shore
Time. 2 05*4 Mildred May McKinney friendly gesture, and maple sugar
Union, with some racing that made Volo and Bud Wenger also started.
Windham, noting on the right a sign
been pretty bad. however, during the Fisheries regarding the matter
novelties take the place of Bay State which said Dunkan Beach. They
Eleventh Race. Free-For-All Trot
After
more
definite
information
has
the
spectators'
hair
stand
on
end.
last four months, with a consistent
Volunteer (Jordan)
$3.50 $2 20 Out onions on the wayside stands.
can spell it with a “k” if they want
2 40 Out
falling off in the flow of the rivers, been received a determined effort The total amount bet on the three Chestnut Harvester (Avery)
The slate formation is noticeable to; we don't down this way.
Dick Chenault (Ciukey)
Out
to
bring
forward
the
possibilities
of
especially those that are not provided
days' races was upward of $30,000.
Time. 2.11*4. Calumet Doble also start at this point, and slate flagging is
Canoble Lake ls inviting.
ed.
I with considerable storage. From June this community will be made.
nearly doubling the record of last
advertised for sale.
A large standpipe advertises the
Twelfth Race, Free-For-All
The fact that the Basin was once
1 1st to the time of writing this letter
We entered the Green Mountain town of Salem. N. H., where they
Charles (Pat
a large pound would make it a likely year. The customers wagered $11,176 Calumet
terson)
$3 10 $2.90 $3.00 State at Guilford and came presently
, 'Sept 28>. the total rainfall on the
operate the traffic lights by hand.
2 70 260
site for the pound that Is necessary to yesterday. Rhineworthy was the best Rhineworthy (Kingsley)
Waterville gauge was 9.13 Inches.
Bud Wenger (Avery)
2.70 to Brattleboro, where there was op
And so we pass back into the Bay
go
with
the
hatchery
project.
money-maker
with
a
pay-off
of
$31
60.
• • • •
Time. 2 063« Palomita. and McKinney portunity to see the fine building
Volo also started.
State, invading Haverhill, where a
Fishermen here are much enthused The summary:
In connection with the repairs of
owned by the Holstein-Friesan Asso sign on the High School building fur
Results in yesterday's pulling events
I the Farmingdale plant I want to call about the efforts of Commissioner
First Race. Classified Trot
ciation; the massive retaining wall nishes food for thought. It reads:
were:
$3.50 $2 70 $2.50
your attention to the fact that this Feyler to establish rearing stations Bobeiwyn (ciukey).
protecting
a cement highway; and
400 380
2o Oxen 6 feet 8 inches—First, Henry
plant, while it is 24 years old, has and are convinced that this is the Czar Bln«en iSmaii)
some sort of a factory half hidden by
Enter to learn
Time, 2.13*2. Jr Senator and Yankee Cunningham of Whitefield, 90 feet 10
been put in good condition entirely only way in which the great lobster
also started.
inches; second, George Wiley of War- treetops.
Go forth to serve
by means of “maintenance" expendi Industry can be saved.
Second Race,
*“*
ren. 32 feet 6 inches; third, Clifton
Homestead At Hinsdale
Signal Win (Patterson) $5 00 $2.70 Out
r
tures which have been included in
Annie
Richards
(Jordan)
2
80
Out
Cunningham
of Whitefield, 24 feet 5
Enjoying
it all Immensely we mo
ON
TO
DEXTER
the operating expenses of the Com
We paused in Newburyport long
T*f
feU 2.1912.
i9Xr°wSusan
i
Time,
Azoff also started. inches; fourth, Otis Jones of Liberty,
J ’ tored along, casting a weather eye on enough
pany. It has been frequently stated
to feed the hungering
Third Race, Classified Trot
j 22 feet 2 inches.
Coach Matheson has his High
both sides of the highway for some
by engineers that a steam plant has
“Ponty” at a Bossy Gillis station, the
Miss
Uhieen
Volo
___
,
Oxen
over
6
feet
8
inches
and
under
attractive eating resort. Bob says I
a life of only about twenty-five years. School gridsters in the pink for to
(Ciukey)
$3.30 $2.90 $2.30
mayor of Newburyport, whose hectic
day's battle with Dexter. The locals Calumet Essex (Jordan).
3 00 2 30 7 feet—First, Clarence Olidden of am a good “picker,” and I certainly
It is true that during the last several
political career is household history
Charles
Watts
(Michaud)
^Cooper's
Mills,
28
feet
6
inches;
sec

have worked hard during the past
was when I bade him stop in front
Time, 2 13*2 Dr. Hanover and Calumet
years it has been profitable for com
all over New England. The impulsive
ond. George Wiley of Warren. 20 feet of a building called Homestead, lo
week and are confident that they will Bassett also started.
boss does not always have his
panies depending very largely on
Fourth Race, Classified Trot '
have the well known bacon along
10 inches; third. Howard Bryant of cated on the Brattleboro road in the
own way, but he seems to have a
steam plants as their principal source
Bobeiwyn (Ciukey)
$3 4° $2 40 $2 20 Washington, 19 {eet; fourth, Henry town of Hinsdale,
when they return tonight. Their ad Czar Bingen (Small)
strong pull with the electorate, and
of power, to replace those plants with
Ak-Sar-Ben
(Douse)
3.20
Cunningham, 8 feet 6 inches.
A charming gentleman by the
versaries are somewhat of an un
of course hls filling station hasn't
Time, 2.1444. Yankee and Jr. Senator
more efficient ones by the time they
Oxen 7 feet and over—First, Albert name of A. W. Stevens admitted us,
known quantity so the locals are pre also started
suffered much by the publicity he has
were 20 or 25 years old. In our case, pared for anything.
Fifth Rare, Classified Pace
Hodgkins of Jefferson, driven by with the assurance that dinner would
gained.
however, a very small proportion of
Taffeta
(Gerow)
$3
40
$2.50
Out
George Wiley, 91 feet; second, George soon be ready. And while it was in
This husky squad is making the
Win (Patterson)
2JO Out
our power is made from steam in an trip today—Anderson, Black. Bron- Signal
Annie Richards (Jordan,
Out Wiley. 27 feet 10 inches; third, Harold preparation we sat in easy chairs on
A Long Story Ends
Time. 2.17*4. Susan Azoff also started.
ordinary year. The principal items kie, Chisholm, Cuccinello, Duff. East,
Butler of Union. 17 feet 9 inches; the lawn overlooking the wideThe rest of the journey was pro
Sixth Race, Classified Trot
of this steam cost are the fixed Murgita, Rawley, Skinner, Turner,
fourth, Clarence Glidden, 15 feet 5 spreading Connecticut River. Tbe
Miss
Uhieen
Volo
saic enough, ending at 12.30 a. m.
charges, that is, the interest and Raye. Peters. Pietroski and manager
(Ciukey),
$2 50 $2 40 $2 60 inches.
sun shone lazily through rifts in the Monday, Sept. 21.
2 60 2 50
taxes; expenses that go on whether Marsh. All eyes are now set on next Calumet Essex (Jordan,
Charles Watts (Michaud)
3.30
Horses. 2800 pounds and over—First, fleecy clouds, appetizing odors came
And thus ends peacefully a story
the plant is operated or not. In the Saturday s big home game. Cony High
Time. 2.13*2 Calumet Bassett and
H. A. Hart of South Hope. 264 feet 3 from the direction of the kitchen, which began In the worst storm I
Dr. Hanover also started.
long run it makes little difference of Augusta.
inches; second. A. T. Berry of Wiscas countless crickets chirped their fall have ever experienced. I have gone
Seventh Race—Free-For-All
what the actual operating cost of
Rhineworthy (Kingsley, $31.60 $8 60 $3 60 set. 262 feet 11 inches; third, Frank song, and we sat there drinking in the
on at great length, living it all over
I Palomita (Larolella)
12.00 5 20
our steam plants are, especially the
OR EVEN WITH THE DOG
1 Bud Wenger (Hanafln)
360 Calderwood of Union, 127 feet 7 pure enjoyment of it all.
again. To those readers who may
ones that are run only for a few
Time, 2.06*2 Mildred May. Calumet inches; fourth, Norman Miller of
"Homestead” was built previous to
have followed us through the six New
I Charles and McKinney Volo also started.
weeks in several years, and yet it is
the Revolution and from 1812 to 1831 England States I want to apologize
Albert Payson Terhune says that
Waldoboro, 111 feet 6 inches.
Eighth Rare—Free-For-All Trot
necessary to have these plants to if a dog shows signs of attacking you, i Volunteer (Jodan)
$3 90 $2.60 Out
Sweepstakes for horses—First, A. was known as the White Tavern. for having infringed so greatly on
Harvester
meet the extreme drought conditions you should stand perfectly still, with Chestnut
The Colonial charm lingers about it. their time and patience. Perhaps I
(Hanafln)
3.50 out T. Berry. 102 feet 4 inches; second, J.
of occasional years. Farmingdale has heels pressed together and arms fold Dick Chenault (Ciukey)
Out O. Carr of Richmond, 66 feet 10 but the donveniences are strictly have added nothing to their stock of
Time. 211*4. Calumet Doble also
quite a high operating cost per .kilo ed with palms of the hands flat started.
inches; third, H. A. Hart, 62 feet 10 modern.
information, or to their entertain
Mine Host was a former New York ment, but again I want to thank
watt hour but as a standby plant, will against your chest. Wonder if that'd
NINTH RACE, Classified Trot
inches; fourth, Frank Calderwood, 26
er, and a dyed in the wool Republi those who have spoken so kindly of
be well worth maintaining for ano work with a bill-collector.—Bangor Miss Uhieen Volo (Ciukey)
feet 9 inches.
_ ,
Barred from betting
can.
A New York guest was a for the Roving Reporter tales, and to
ther 25 year period and it should cost Columnist.
Calumet Essex (Jordan) $4 20 $2 30 Out
Sweepstakes for oxen—First, L. T.
2.50 Out
mer Republican who is now pro- those who have written to me from
Or a book agent!—Lewiston Jour Charles Watts (Michaud)
us little to do this.
Williams
&
Son
of
Topsham,
94
feet
Time, 2.14*4. Dr. Hanover and Calu
• • • •
nal.
met Bassett also started.
4 inches; second, Albert Hodgkins, 86 Roosevelt, and for a few moments other States.
The earnings of the Company have
there were the makings of a political
I can only add that to the untu
feet 2 Inches; third, L. T. Williams
Improved rather more than is indi
& Son, 48 feet 3 inches; fourth, Har argument, but I reminded the guest tored, like myself, it has been a valu
that it was Sunday, that I was on a able education, gadding through the
cated by the 12 months statement, as
old Butler, 6 feet 9 inches.
NOW, right NOW is
vacation, and that I wasn't going to seven States and four Provinces
this statement includes In the operat
the time to buy—
argue. What would have been the which comprise the northeastern neck
ing expense $96980 for the abandon
HERE, right HERE
Made Large Showing
use; we both know how we are going of this continent.
ment of the Bath Gas Plant and
is the place to buy.
$76,064 on account of the flood last
(The End)
>
This year 173 4-H exhibits were dis to Vote Nov. 3.
Choicest
March. The Bath Gas Plant, of
A College Forest
played
at
the
North
Knox
Fair,
the
Hyacinth,
Tulip,
course, is non-recurring and we hope
largest exhibit that has ever been
The Ashuelot River which we soon YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Lily. Narcissus,
that the flood item is also in that
Etc. Bulbs
j shown at any Knox or Lincoln fair. crossed was one of the many New
SAILING HOMEWARD
class.
I These exhibits comprised the fol- England streams which went on a
as well as every re
Cliffs that rise a thousand feet
quirement for indoor
The 12 months earnings show net
!
lowing
projects:
Eight
exhibits
(con

rampage last spring, and wore away Without a break,
or outdoor bulb plant
available for dividends of $1,426,863
ing. Write or call for
sisting of 80 jars of canning); 52 in a large section of the bank. Repairs Lake that stretches a hundred miles
Without a wave,
special bulb folder—
which is $189,400 better than a year
' cooking and housekeeping; Four in were being made at the time of our Sands that are white through all the
printed In colors—of
year.
ago. The amount necessary for a
Dependable Bulbs at
chick raising; three in dairy; one in visit.
Without a stain,
prices that please.
full year's dividend on the preferred
I pig; 37 garden exhibits including We entered New Hampshire at Pine—tree woods, winter and summer
(7636)
Ever green.
stock Is $1,297,182. Before the Com
! beans, corn, and potatoes; four room Winchester, continuing to admire the Streams
that forever flow and flow
FARM, DAIRY and
POULTRY SUPPLIES
SLEDS
pany can increase Its payments bo
■ improvemement and 64 sewing ex scenery and .noting all the way that Without a pause.
Trees that for twenty thousand years
the preferred stockholders it must
hibits.
salvia is a very popular fall plant in Your vows have kept.
You have suddenly healed
work out some plan for providing the
First, second, and third premiums that section.
The pain of a traveller's heart,
equity money necessary for its con
FEDERAL and TEMPLE. STS.,
Yale Forest, owned and operated And moved hls brush to write a new
PORTLAND MAINE
,
song.
struction requirements. Careful at(Continued on Page Two)
by Yale University is one o£ the in
—Chan Fang Sheng

“ATTICUS” DESTROYED BY FIRE

Century Old Summer Home Near Thomaston
Total Loss, With Contents

A MEMORABLE UNION FAIR

The One Stormy Day Was Only a Comma In the
Big Annual Show

PLANT

THIS
FALL

Kendall

5

Whitney

The Courier-Gazette
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Every-Other-Day
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A MEMORABLE UNION FAIR

SENSATION OF THE SHOW WORLD

At The High School

The Need to ACT

(By the Pupils)
A wise man will hear, and will in
! Thelma L. Linscott, Washington;
(Continued from Page One)
crease learning. —Prov. 1: 5.
------------------------------------------------- Bertha E Millay. Ruth Prescott. Arawere received by the following club
Millay. Liberty; Senja MieskoInvitations have been received by
! lainen. Union; Edna S. Ranta. Thom-1 the facuity members of Senior and
members in Knox County.
High to a tea given by the
Sewing Project — Senior: Edna aston; Effie Hill, Gladys Oriffin.
Young. Camden 1st; Frances Rhodes. Ph-V'lls Lucas;, '*Onn\ McEd*a_^s; fifth period class of Domestic Science
Gladys
j- Mitchell. Betty Farris.
.. Harriet 0^ October- 9th at 4 o’clock at the
Union; Ariel Danforth. Union; Velma Farris. Agnes Esancy. Winola A.
McLain Building.
Gray. Camden; Barbara Heald, Cam- Esancy. Arlene Esancy. Edith How
• • • •
I den; Ethel Wood. Marion Tolman. ard, Pauline King. Barbara Creigh
This school was well represented
• The rapid changes taking place
I Edith Roberts. Dorothy Conway. ton. Agnes Day. Dorothy Salo. Union; on "’Rockland Day" at Union Fair.
FOR PRESIDENT
today
affect the assets of every
Pauline Smith, Vinalhaven; Harleth Pauline W. True, Dorothy Beverage.
• • • •
estate. You cannot foresee the con
j Hobbs. Hope; Beatrice Mills, Ida Thelma Brownell. Mary Herick. Anna
The seventh period senior class
ditions of even five years hence.
Wooster. North Haven 2d; Ina Hart. Hope; Marjorie L. Wiggin. taught by Miss deRochemont enjoyed
However, you can make sure that
of Kansas
Mahonen. Arlene Nelson, Georges south Thomaston; Hazel E. Young, hearing this week over the radio in
your affairs are entrusted to the
River. Thomaston; Carolyn Dyer. Pauline L. Young. Warren; Irene Doe. their classroom three of the presimanagement of an Executor and
Elizabeth Hopkins. Olive Amio. Doro- Friendship. Blanche Collins. West dential candidates from the HeraldFor Vice President
Trustee sufficiently strong, cap
thy Young. Corinne Greenleaf. Vir- Rockport; Marilyn Cripps, Simonton, j Tribune forum. Among the speakers
able, and experienced to cope
ginia White. Vinalhaven; Mary Dyer. : 3d.
were Earl Browder, communist. John '
successfully with these conditions
Hope Ames, North Haven; Ruth
Canning—Senior: Frances Rhodes. Aiken, socialist-labor, and D. Leigh
of Illinois
whatever they may be.
Owen. Camden 3d.
I Union, 1st; Eleanor Gleason. Union; Colvin, prohibitionist. Notes were
• This bank is well fitted to assume
Sewing Project—Junior (Old Pro Edna Young. Camden. 2d.
taken on the speeches and reports
TIRE PREVENTION
this
responsibility. Our service is
ject) : Barbara Waldron. West RockCanning—Junior: Clara Brownell. were given in the class the next day
• 9 • •
i
protective, economical, and per
£
»n
D
Li
port
1st; Arlene Keller, West Rock- Hope. 1st; Dorothy Beverage. Hope; |
The fourth game of the season is
ChierAlbert
K. Havener port; Hazel Bohn. South Thomaston, i Mary Herrick.Hope. 2d.
manent in character;
• We shall be glad to give you
Makes Practical Sugges- Hazel Nutt. West Rockport 2d; VirCanning—Young farmer: Marion being played at 'Dexter today, the bus
Mvrna Lov and William Towcll in “The Great Ziegfeld
complete information as to these
tions ForCitv
ginia Carr. Camden; Marilyn Rhodes. Hobbs. Hope. lst; Margaret Millay. leaving this morning with 24 mem
bers. including the manager, Dick
___ _
South Liberty; Avis Taylor, West Liberty. 2d.
facilities upon request.
Following his usual custom Chief , Ro<'kport; Evel>’n Kil;k Union; VirPotato-Junior: Maynard Thuriow. Marsh, and Coach Matheson. The
acters as Will Rogers. Eddie Cantor,
Albert R. Havener of the Rockland ginU
I
next home game will be the Cony : “The Great Ziegfeld,” MetroW.
C. Fields. Bert Williams. Nat
' Goldwyn-Mayer's giant pisture show
Hope; Walter Henry. Thomaston. 2d | game played * week from today.
Wills. Lew Dockstader. Lee Shubert
Fire Department is making special
ing Sunday. Monday. Tuesday and
Sewing Project—Junior (New Pro-! Potato—Senior: ■Royce Thuriow.
observance of the annual drive of ject): Marjorie Turner. South Liberty
Steering a true course, the fresh Wednesday, can be described in three Joseph Urban. Irving Berlin, George
j Hope. 1st.
White and Charles Frohman.
Fire Preventoon Week. Oct. 4-10.
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
1st; Arabelle Millay. Muriel Cunning
Garden—Junior: Dana Herrick. men were hosts at a nautical social words . . . World’s Greatest Enter
The film story covers every phase of
Chief Havener says:
ham. Dorothea Rhodes. South Liber I Hope. 1st; Edward Young, Union; last evening. In a salty and tangy
Ziegfeld's caree from the time he
tainment!
"Fire destroys lives, homes, jobs, ty; Phyllis Arnold. Eleanor Leighton.
Owen Hutchinson. Warren. 2d; Ray- atmosphere. The stage was deco
Challenging all competition. "The first exploited Sandow, "Strongest
and places a tax on everyone. All Alma Sleeper. Camden 2d; Doris
rated
as
a
ship,
and
those
taking
part
[ mond Young. Warren; Philip SimGreat Ziegfeld” has more first-rate Man in the World,” at the 1893
this waste is unnecessary, for with
were dressed as sailors. Kent Glover
Felker. Barbara Autio. Pauline Felker. ■ mons. Warren. 3d.
entertainment values crowded within World's Fair, up to the time of his
reasonable care and forethought fires
June Vose. Irene Doe. Clarice Jame-1 Garden — Senior: Leon Esancy. announced the program. "The Good
its sixteen reels than any other pic- death.
can be prevented entirely or extin
son. Phyllis Stevens. Friendship; j union, 1st; Brawnell Farris. Rudelph ®hlp **
"Tth Harold 1 ture labeled "musical" or otherwise.
The musical numbers are possibly
guished before they cause damage
Barbara Allen. Friendship; Erma Hesselgren. 2d; William Hardy. Hope. Heal as captain. Beverly Bowden as
the
most dazzling ever conceived
Aside
from
being
a
musical
ex

Great savings have already been
1 cook, and Edward Sullivan as first
Annis. Rachel Annis, Virginia Harri- | 33
travaganza this story of America's either for stage or screen. Staged
shown where Are prevention has been
man. Jeannette Buzaell. Simonton;, Corn—Senior: Rudolph Hesselgren. maIe Numbers presented included greatest showman and the Glorifica by Seymour Felix, formerly Zieg
actively practiced.”
Norma McEdwards. Hazel Day. Bar-! union. 1st; Leroy Hunt. Melvin Ken- °Penta& chorus. “Anchors Awelgh ; tion of the American Girl also pos feld's dance director, they include the
1. Put lighted matches and smokes
bara Morton. Norma Fossett. Union; j nedy. Union, 2d.
6uet'
of M>' Dreams,” Laura sesses a fine dramatic quality.
beautiful "American Girl Circus"
out before you throw them away.
Hazel Young. Warren; Dorothy InCom—Junior: George Kennedy. Jr P0"1"0? and Nathalie Edwards; harIt has a triple-star threat—Wil- number, featuring Harriet Hctor in a
Keep matches where small children
cannot reach them. Never smoke graham. Edith Sheldon. Nina Start, union. 1st; Howard Hawes, Union; monica soI°- Edward Sullivan; duet. liam Powell. Myrna Loy and Luise daring original ballet with unleashed
Marie
Winchenbaugti. 2d: Charles Hunt, Union. 3d.
‘’Barnacle Bill." Victoria Anastasio Rainer—to tell a story suggested by lions; the "Girl Bouquet" number, j
in the garage, barn, or attic, or in Camden;
Friendship. 3d.
1 Beans—Senior: Guilford Payson, and Perry Howard; duet. ‘We Join the career of Florenz Ziegfeld. with featuring the Glorified American
bed.
The Navy.' Perry Howard and Albert Powell as Ziegfeld. Miss Loy as Billie Girls and Ray Bolger.
Sewing—Young Fanner:
Alice Hope. 1st.
2. Remove rubbish, waste papers
Beans — Junior: Wilfred Hobbs. Pease; tap dance. Beverly Bowden; Burke and Miss Rainer as Anna Held.
Also the "You" number, featuring
and all unnecessary combustible ma White. Owls Head 1st; Ruth Jewett,
South
Liberty.
2d.
Supporting the star triumvirate the Glorified Dancing Girls on the
, Hope. 1st. Raymond Anderson. Thom- closing chorus, "Sailing.” Music was
terials. Provide metal ash and trash
Room Improvement—Senior; Alva- aston; Foster McEdwards. Union; furnished by an orchestra composed are such players as Virginia Bruce. Ziegfeld Roof; the "Honeymoon Cot-1
cans. Burn rubbish only in a safely
lene
Pierson. Tenant s Harbor. 1st; | Frank Burgess. Union; William of Gordon Burgess. Richard Spear, Frank Morgan. Nat Pendleton, Rcgi-, tafee number, again featuring the !
covered brick or metal incinerator.
Alma
Annis. Simonton
Dorothy, Lucas, Union; Gerald Hall. Robert Ruth Nichols. Jeanette Gordon, and nald (>*en jean Chatburn. Ernest Glorified Girls; the "Pretty Girl Is ■
Watch the Are.
Cossard, Herman Bing.
Like a Melody,” number featuring.
Wright. Hope Jenness Eugley, Hope; Lolita Knight.
3. Examine all stoves, furnaces, Young. Union. 3d.
• • • •
The
entertainment
Value
becomes
a
Virginia
Bruce and a parade of the :
Room
Improvement
—
Junior:
Ethel
william
Hall.
Frederick
Brownell.
chimneys and smoke pipes to make
At a meeting of the Girls' Glee Parade of Ziegfeld. for the cast also most gorgeous Adrian costumes ever
Hope; Richard Hart. Hope; Lawrence
sure they are safe and well away Hutchinson. Warren. It.
Cooking and Housekeeping—Senior; Esancy. William Young. Union. 2d; Club this week. Vieno Kangas was features such world-famous entertain - designed; and the "Finale," a breath- ,
from woodwork or other burnable
elected president, Barbara Derry, ers as Fanny Brice, the ruling Ameri taking panorama of music, song,
materials. Have needed repaire made Harleth Hobbs. Hope. 1st; Ida Har- clarence Perry. Union; Elroy Bevervice president, Ethel Hayes, secre- can comedienne; Harriet Hoctor. beauty and spectacular stage settings. 1
at once. Too great a number of our jula, Thomaston. Helen M. Johnson. age. Hope; Richard Sukeforth. Bur! tary and treasurer, and Edith Gray- whom Ziegfeld acclaimed the PavLavish sets, designed by Cedric
Thomaston.
2d;
Alma
Annis.
Simonkettvllle.
3d.
Ares are caused by dirty or defective
ON OUR NEW
Gibbons
. include many elaborate
ana
Laura
Pomeroy,
librarians.
The
lowa of America, and Ray "Rubber
Dairy—Senior: Willard Howard.
chimneys, and all property owners ton; Dorothy E. Young. Union; Ina
stage scenes, the interiors of numer-!
are asked to have their chimneys Anderson. Thomaston; Ruth Jewett, union. 1st; Rudolph Hesselgren. membership is made up of Vieno Legs," Bolger, Broadway dancing
theatres and hotels and many ]
Kangas. Mary- Havener. Maizie Joy. star.
cleaned regularly, and have all de Liberty; Mary Blake. Warren; Glenys Union. 2d.
Now you can equip your car
Also
through
the
story
march
imfamous
other edifices that became
Margaret
McMillan,
Flora
Hooper.
Collins, West Rockport; Anna Dyer.
fects repaired.
Dairy—Junior: Henry Robbins.
with first-quality merchanpersonations
of
such
memorable
char,
milestones
in
Ziegfeld's
career
—
adv.
Virginia Gray. Marian Fernald, Mar
4. Escape the danger of inflam- North Haven; Clara Brownell. Burket tville, 1st.
diseand you pay on whatever
garet
Rogers.
Betty
MacAlary.
Doromable liquid Ares and explosions by Marion Hobbs. Hope; Mary Packard,
Pig — Seniors Brownell Farris.
j thy Sherman. Nancy Snow, Ethel Robinson; dance duo, “Farmerette this circus boat which burned off 1
terms you need. Whether
keeping no gasoline in the house. Friendship; Florence Jewett. Liberty. Union, 1st.
your car is entirely paid for or
Do dry cleaning with safe liquids or, Cooking and Housekeeping—Junior:! Chick Raising—Junior: Warner Hajes- Priscd;h Lovejoy. Margaret dance, by Jennie and Lucy Thomp the coast of Maine is already know-n i
send the work to the cleaner. Never Esther Young. Union, 1st; Carolyn Howard. Union, 1st; Walter Rich, Davenport, Barbara Derry. Kathleen son; solo dance, “Tappette. Priscilla to lovers ol local history.
not and regardless of your
• • • »
Andrews, West Rockport; Lola M. j Union. 2d: Herbert Lewis. Thomaston Chase, Dorothy Frost. Mary Dodge, Brazier; reading, "At the Baseball
start Ares with kerosone.
past experiences, your credit
George Sprague, representing the
Ruth Thomas. Virginia Willis, Ruth || Game. Ruth Seabury; talk. "Photo
5. Notify the electric company of Cramer. South Union; Nathalie Fos 3d.
is good here!
Curtis Publishing Company, will con- j
electrical trouble and the gas com sett, Union; Estelle Beverage, Hope;
Chick Raising—Senior:
Phillip Packard. Beverly Bowden. Betty | graphy. Donald Fogg, Ritchie Linnell duct a magazine subscription con- ■
Beach, Myrtle Johnson, Lolita I presented a paper on “Ways to Use
MAKE YOUR OWN
pany of gas leaks. Replace “blown” Dorothy Keller, West Rockport. 2d; Maddocks. Burkettville, 1st.
Knight. Jeanette Gordon, Barbara Leisure Time. Mr. Blaisdell introdu test at next Tuesday's assembly.
Iuse6 with new ones—not pennies.
Philbrook. Irma Thompson, Barbara ced Mr. Cleveland Sleeper who talked
Avoid homemade wiring jobs. Teach
sion of that organization in Bangor
CAMDEN
OWL'S HEAD FIRE
Bodman, Helen Whitmore, Virginia to the students concerning the scries
everyone in the family to be careful
Friday.
All you have to do is select one to
Wood,
Eleanor
Barnard.
Barbara
oi Are—to watch stoves, fireplaces,
five tires, show us your license
of entertainments to be sponsored by
A scrapless town meeting in Cam
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Satterlee and
Harold Bray Suffers Burns
identification and tell us how you
Griffin, Winifred Dimick. Virginia the Lions' Club.
electric irons and all other possible den would be like a hot dog without
Mrs. Satterlee's mother. Mrs. Irene
can pay. Your purchase is installed
causes, and every day remove old the mustard. Last night the voters
Haskel!. Anna Pellicane. Josephine
V
•
•
•
In Gasoline Blaze On the
at once. This is the easy modern
Blackington. have returned from a
rags, paper and other rubbish.
way to buy.
The initial meeting of the Dramatic
authorized the acceptance by the visit with Mr. and Mrs. P A Hardy Pellicane. Maxine Perry, Dorothy
Wharf
6. Remember always where the town of the Camden Outing Club's
Howard. Mary Egan. Bernice Haven dub. under the sponsorship of Miss
in Arlington, Mass. Mrs. Satterlee
NO RED TAPE • NO DELAYS
nearest Are alarm box is and how to property at Hosmer's Pond, but with
er. Edith Gray, Virginia Rackliffe, Dorothy Parker, was held Wednes-1
has resumed her position as clerk in
QUICK SERVICE
Excellent work by the Rockland ■
send an alarm. If telephoning, be the proviso that the Club will pay
Norma Havener. Vallie MacLaughlin, day with 43 present. The Club plans
W. O. Hall's store.
department
prevented
serious
1
sure the address is clearly under the equivalent of taxes in the form
Sylvia Hayes, Patricia Allen, Laura to present plays first coached by its'
'
I
Regular meeting of the Auxiliary Pomeroy, Mary Cross, Naomi Rich
.
. , ,_ u„ less at Owl's Head last night when a
stood. Do not leave the line until of rent. The act was vigorously op
members, and later polished off by
to
Canton
Molineaux.
No.
2,
Mondaythe operator has repeated the ad posed by Harry Gushee. The property
blaze on the James Bray wharf was
ards. Jessie Olds, Ruth Nichols. Vic- Miss Parker.
dress to you. Never delay the alarm; w’ill be used in connection with the night at 7.30.
; toria Anastasio, “
'
Nathalie
Edwards
confined to the building of origin and
Mrs. Julia Jordon has returned to 1 and Sylvia Webster.
delayed alarms have had many a seri Camden winter carnival. Charles C.
New registrations this week include the fish packing structure, 10 feet
34 UNION ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 8910
Wellesley, Mass., after spending
ous ending.
Mildred and Ruth Fcrrin of Law distant, saved.
Wood was moderator.
several weeks in Camden.
Catherine
Chisholm, Margaret rence High School. Lawrence. Mass.
7. Explain to everyone in the
Harold, 14-year-old son of James
Rev. William E. Berger, rector of
house what to do in case of Are—how
Patrick Mahon and family have re- , Dunton and Rose Flanagan have It is interesting to note the similiari- Bray, went with a lantertn to get
to put out Are in clothing by wrap St. Thomas Episcopal Church, is on turned to Cincinnati, Ohio, after joined the Girls' Glee Club at Gor- ty of courses offered at that school some gasoline from the several barping in a rug or blanket; what to do his annual vacation which will be spending the summer at the Gerald ham Normal, and Wilbur Connon and this school, and in some cases.; rels stored there. He placed the lan- |
when grease catches Are in the kit spent in Quebec. Montreal, Ottawa Dalzell house on Rawson avenue.
has joined tlie Glee Club at Bates.
the same textbooks are in use. There tern in the roadway several feet
• • • •
chen. Explain all this to the children, and Wisconsin. He is making the trip
Regular
meeting
of
Camden
Lodge.
are about 1200 enrolled in the fresh from the door and was filling a con
Office boys this week have been
especially. Try never to become ex by motor in company with
tainer when in some way the barrell
Knights
of
Pythias.
Monday
night.
man class at Lawrence.
Harold Bray. Roland Thompson. Neil
cited in case of Are; keep a cool head. Ernest Kenyon of Rockland.
slipped and spilled gasoline sped
• • • •
Work
in
the
Rank
of
Esquire.
Supper
Regular bi-monthly meeting of the
Russell. Donald Peters. Richard Ris
8. Save lives and property from
At the weekly meeting of the Stu toward the lantern. The plucky lad
at 6.30 o'clock.
George
S. Cobb Camp. Sons of Union
ing. Robert McCaslin. Richard Dona dent Council Monday, the school did all possible to avert the result am
needless destruction by Are by keep
Mr. and Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs have hue, and Oliver Hamlin.
ing the principles of fire prevention Veterans, at the home of its Senior
budget was made for the year. Some fire and received painful burns to his
• • • •
always in mind and never taking a vice-commander. Hall A. Carroll, returned from a motor trip to the
changes were made in the amounts right leg in his efforts.
Helvi Rivers has been school steno
Chestnut street, Tuesday night.
White Mountains. Massachusetts and
chance.
Authorized Dealers For Rockland
Chief Havener’s crew arrived
ailotted. but it follows closely the
grapher this week.
Chief Havener extends personal
Miss Nettie Bean will be hostess to Connecticut.
promptly
and
saved
the
main
build

Arrange
For Home Demonstration
plan of last year.
thanks to Rockland people for their the ladies of the Methodist society
• • • •
ing through the use of foamite.
Mrs. Harriet Francis Jameson. 81. i Boy Scout troop 203 met at
co-operation in lowering the record Wednesday afternoon at her home in *ied Frida>„m°r?n?.at the home 01 h*h '^h001 Wednesday at 7 p :he
At the P. T. A. meeting Monday Damage was not large.
m„
WHATEVER HAPPENS...
of alarms, fires and fire losses during Monument Square.
her son, Dr. C. Harold Jameson, | games being played before the meet- evening, October 5. Dorothy Demuth,
the past year.
SHORT
LOBSTER
CASE
Erccli
Simmons,
Mildred
Shannon.
Annual installation of Maiden Cliff i Chestnut street. Besides Dr. Jame“But we must always be on the Rebekah Lodge Wednesday night son, she is survived by two daughters, ing. The patrols met in their respec Margaret Shute. Elizabeth White,
alert to eliminate the CAUSES of Oct. 14. Each member may invite a Mrs. Forrest J. Maynard and Mrs. tive rooms and at the blow of the and Arlene Sprowl will assist Miss
John M. Higgins, president-manawhistle they marched into the gym
fires," he warns.
Stevens
in
serving,
and
Ruth
Wheeler
'
ger
of the Fred B. Higgins Co., lobguest.
Stanley H. Maynard, both of East where the opening ceremony took
and
Muriel
Baum
will
prepare
the
ster
dealers, was convicted Tuesday
Milton,
Mass.
The
funeral
will
Special meeting of the American
be [ place. After a short signal practice,
ELECTRIFYING LIGHTHOUSES
; by Judge Cyrus Tupper of having 51
held Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock all returned to the headquarters refreshments.
Legion Auxiliary Friday night.
• • • •
short lobsters in his possession. Hig- i g
Charles C. Brush of South Portland,
Regular meeting of the Freeman- from Dr. Jameson's residence, Rev. room. John Lawrence, Charles Libby,
English students have been inter- gins appealed a $270 fine and fur- «
Winfield
Witham
officiating
and
superintendent of the First Light Herrick Camp. US.W.V., Monday
and Carl Libby were given transfers ested in reading Wilbert Snow’s poem nished bail for his appearance in su- ]
house District, announced Wednesday night at 730 o'clock. Supper at 6 burial will be in Thomaston.
to this troop. After the closing cere "The Fate of the Royal Tar" publi- j perior court
Deputy warden Warren Iz
There are just a few things we wish to call your
that electrification of Half Way Rock o'clock. Each member may invite a
Willis D. Knowlton died at his mony, a short meeting was held by shed in the October number of the A. Hume testified
ified he found the short 5J
J
®
.
Light has been completed. The elec guest to the supper.
the
officers.'
home on Union street Friday morn
* attention to this week. And these are timely.
“Yankee" magazine. This story of 1 lobsters in a lobster car.
trification of the Mount Desert Light
Great preparations are under way ing following a long illness. He was
A unique program given at Wed
has been started, he said, and will be for "Boosters" night at Megunticook born in Camden 77 years ago and was
BOYS' AND MEN'S MACKINAWS AND HUNTING COATS.
completed late this month. The Grange Wednesday, Oct. 7. The guest a member of the well-known firm of nesday assembly, planned by Christy
We have some dandy All Wool Coats made in all styles
Half Way Rock station has been speaker will be Bradford C. Redon- Knowlton Brothers’ foundry, ma Adams. Geraldine Norton, and Pris
and the patterns are handsome. These are the coals
modernized completely. The power nett of Wiscasset. On the progi^im chine shop and block mill. The de cilla Brazier, with Neil Grover. Jame;
to really enjoy the winter in and the price is very
ful new light is in place and a tyfon will be tableaux, readings, vocal and I ceas€d was a life-long resident and Economy, Christy Adams, and Donak
utomatic
el
reasonable ................................................. $5.00, $6.00, S7.5O, $10.00
horn has been installed in place of instrumental selections, Refresh- always interested in any movement Fogg, as stage managers, was pre
the old dabol trumpet. Air for the ments will be served.
tending to improve his native town. sented by division 8-2 with Mis;
24
our
e
horn is produced by a motor-driven
And here is one big bargain. We have about a dozen Students'
Comique theater attractions. Sun- He was a past president of the Bust- Nichols advising, and Miss Bird play-1
air compressor.
ing
accompaniments.
The
program
Suits
(ages 16 to 19) left over from last year. These are good wool
day and Monday. “The Green Pas- i ness Men s Association and an active
suits. Coat, vest, long pants at only $7.98. Cost us more than
tures; Tuesday, James Dunn in member . He leaves one brother on “Hobbies.'' demonstrated som<
A LOCAL CONCERN
THAT BRAIDED RVG
that. If you are looking for a trade here's your chance.
"Hearts in Boncfhge;" Get-Rich-Nite; John D. Knowlton of Camden. His avocations which have been founc
SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE^^S^
most
enjoyable,
and
was
made
up
oi
wife,
who
was
Louise
Pitcher
of
this
$180 given away. Those attending the
To The Courier-Gazette: —
these numbers: group singing, Christy
Our Overall trade is growing with leaps and bounds. And
The braided rug, to whioh your re matinee will be eligible for the night place, died a few years ago. The de Adams, Almon Young, Jr„ James FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
there's a reason. It’s Carter's Overalls wc are pushing and at new
porter referred as “The largest in drawing. Wednesday, Shirley Temple ceased was a Democrat and a worker Economy, Donald Cates. Bobby
low prices. Try a pair.
/■
captivity" was made and exhibited at in the "Poor Little Rich Girl." Stu for the party when an opportunity
Chisholm,
and
Carl
Kallock;
audi

offered. The funeral will be held
the North Knox Fair, by the occupa dents' matinee at 4 o'clock. $1 prize.
Dr. Harry J. Pettapiece, vice presi Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. ence singing, “Marine Hymn"; piano,
tional therapy department of Jones
TELS. 730 &. 731
MAINE
dent of the Maine Osteopathic Asso Winfield Witham officiating and solo "Scarf Dance,' Jerry Norton; ROCKLAND
Sanitarium Inc. of Union, Maine.
ciation, attended the annual fall s«s- burial will be in Mountain cemetery. violin solo, “La Paloma,” Barbara
Emma L. Jones

“The Great Ziegfeld” With World Champion
Cast, Will Make Four Day Run At Strand

Further than You Can SEE

in Protecting Your Estate

ALF M. LANDON

FRANK KNOX

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

Goodrich

Silvertowns

BUDGET PAY PLAN

EASY TERMS

MUNRO'S FILLING STATION

MAINE MUSIC CO.

You're

1

with a -GROS4rE¥

xVYEKS

FUEL GRANGE
A
D
H
S

McLOON SALES & SERVICE

WILLIS AYER

1

The small cottage at Owl's Head
known as "Butd's Nest” has been sold
by the Neibert Corporation to Mrs.
Susie M. Post, through the Freeman
Young agency.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 4-10—Fire Prevention week
Oct 5 -Shakespeare Society opens sea
son at the Home of Mrs Rosa Littlefield.
Oct 7—Camden—Boosters Night at
Megunticook Grange
Oct 8—Vinalhaven—Union
Church
-Circle annual fair.
Oct. 9—West Rockport — Quarterly
meeting of Lincoln Baptist Ass'n.
Oct. 13—Vinalhaven—Installation of
officers. Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge.
Oct 14—Rockport—Garden Club meets,
oci u-l>-Topsham Fair.
Oct 14—King's Ambassador's Quartet
In Lions' Course at High School Audi
torium.
Oct. 15-16—Maine Music Festival at
Sanford.
Oct 15—Warren—"Seth Parker's Jonesport Polks." two-act benefit performance
at Baptist Church, auspices Ladles'
Circle.
Oct. 15—Fiftieth anniversary of Harvest
Home at Appleton.
Oct
15—Opening meeting of the
Baptist
Men's
League
(Steamboat
Night).
Oct. 16—Quarterly Meeting of the
Knox County Christian Endeavoer Union
at Rockport Baptist Church.
Oct 30—Nov. 1—State Christian En
deavor Convention In the First Baptist
Church.
Nov. 3—National election.
Nov 6—Annual bazaar of Pleasant
Valley Orange.
Nov, 12—Hdwln Libby Relief Corps
annual fair at Grand Army hall.

Enlistments are now open for exservice men in the COC. The Maine
quota is 63. John Guistin is the
Huntley-Hill Post service officer.
Talk with him if you are interested.

V. F. STUDLEY’S
ALL TIME LOW PRICES

V. F. STUDLEY
283 MAIN STREET,

Now they are hinting that we will
have television when another World
Series rolls around. But what real
Dark Harbor is now bare of summer
baseball fan cannot visualize those tourists, according to Charles K. Philthrilling plays, so aptly described in brick. Staying on for another fort
the broadcasts?
night, however, is Charles Dana Gib
son, the noted artist, who may be
Boze, who keeps a kindly and criti seen almost any day along the At
cal eye on the Roving Reporter let lantic Highway in Northport or Lin
ters, writes that Bravos, and not Por colnville sketching.
tuguese, were prabably refred to in
one of the letters which told of the
Under the auspices of Anderson
youthful requests for Landon sun Camp, S.U.V. Auxiliary a card party
flowers.
will be given Wednesday afternoon
There's nothing strange about finding Half a dollar, but yesterday
Augus McLoud found half of a quar
ter. He is now wondering who has
the other half, how It became broken
and whether It was a genuine one in
the first place.

H W. Crandall, who "started" three
ribs several weeks ago when he fell
backward from a staircase on which
he was working in Thomaston, goes
today to New York on a business trip.
He will shortly resume his duties
with the W. H. Glover Co.

(Jliurrlips

AU Goods Marked Plainly at the Very Lowest We Can SeH Them
For
It Will Pay You to Telephone or Call and Get My Prices as I Fear
No Competition
One Call Means Another Customer
Take Notice of the ENAMEL RANGE for $59.00

ROCKLAND, MAINE
104-tf

FORD
WORLD SERIES
BROADCAST
BE OUR RADIO GUEST
FOR ALL GAMES

Your Ford Dealer

CUMMINGS
MOTORS, Inc.

at Grand Army hall, with Mrs. Velma
Marsh hostess. There will be a circle
supper at 6 o'clock followed by an
evening meeting. All officers are re
quested to wear white as there will be
initiation.

585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

The 17th annual convention of the
Maine Congress of the Parents and
Teachers. Inc., will be held in Lewis
ton next Friday and Saturday. The
invocation at the opening session will
be offered by Rev. Walter S. Rounds,
who is now pastor of the Federated
Church in Lewiston. A very elaborate
program has been prepared.

Mrs. Rose Post, wife of Fred Post,
died yesterday at 182 Camden street.
Funeral service will be Monday at
9 o'clock, from St. Bernard's Church.

Phone 350
FOR FINAL SCORES
AND SERVICE FOR YOUR
CARS AND TRUCKS

SERMONETTE
Lindbergh In Exile
Paul, the Apostle of Jesus
Christ, stands before the Roman
Governor Felix. With the gover
nor was his wife, Drusilla, a Jew
ess, And Felix heard him con
cerning his faith in Christ; but
as Paul reasoned of righteousness,
temperance and judgment to
come, Felix trembled and ans
wered, “Go thy way for this time;
when I have a convenient season I
will call for thee."
There are millions in America
like Felix today. We are intent
upon our pleasures and our sins.
Our murder cars speed down the
highways and kill whom they will.
Our gangsters, kidnappers, mur
derers we are more prone to 6xcuse than execute. We allow our
State and National governments
to make profit by the defilement
of citizens. We condone crime
and pity the criminal and fail to
uphold our courts. We cry ever
for laws and more laws but
callously disregard those we have.
We even consider calmly the pos
sible wiping out of our great
Charter of Liberty upon which we
have grown to our commanding
stature.
Paul had faith in Christ but as
he reasoned of righteousness, tem
perance and judgement, Felix
sparred for time. "When conveni
ent I will call for thee.” He never
had time.
We are not facing facts in
America today. We do not care
for arguments of righteousness,
temperance or judgment to come.
We do not even tremble.
William A. Holman

o'clock and praise service at 7.15.
Miss Margaret McKnight will speak
on Rural Religious Education work in
Knox County. The music will in
clude a selection by the choir and a
vocal solo by Dwight Mosher. The
communion will be observed at the
close of the service. Prayer meeting
Tuesday evening at 7.30.

SPECIAL FOR NEXT WEEK

MEN’S SUITS
CLEANED AND PRESSED

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
“Unreality" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be read in
all Churches of Christ. Scientist, on
Sunday. October 4.
The Golden Text is: "Vanity of
vanities, sailh the Preacher, vanity of
vanities; all is vanity" (Ecclesiastes
1: 2).
Among the citations from the Bible
j is the following passage: “Now we
| have received, not the spirit of the
World, but the spirit which is of God;
that we might know the things that
are freely given to us of God. Which
things also we speak, not in the words
which man’s wisdom teacheth, but
which the Holy Ghost teacheth; com
paring spiritual things with spiritual.
But the natural man receiveth not
the things of the Spirit of God: for
they are foolishness unto him; i
neither can he know them, because
they are spiritually discerned" (1 Cor.
2: 12-14),
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
the following passage from the Chrls| tian Science Textbook. “Science and
; Health with Key to the Scriptures" ’
by Mary Baker Eddy: "The Chris- i
tianly scientific real is the sensuous
unreal. Sin, disease, whatever seems
1 real to material sense, is unreal in
divine Science. The physical Senses
and Science have ever been antagoni
stic and they will so continue, till
tthe testimony of the physical senses
yields entirely to Christian Science"
(Page 353: 1-6).

29c
DE LUXE WORK A LITTLE MORE

See the Finely Tailored Smocks, Designed
and Tailored by Ford Cleaners

Repairing, Alterations and Dressmaking

AMERICAN LEGION BUILDING
119*It

Mrs. Merle Bartlett, chairman of
the October committee of the Ladies'
Auxiliary of the Knox County GenThere was a decided up-swing in
Tne regular meeting of Miriam Re- eral Hospital, requests that all memIMPRESSIVE MONUMENTS
the railroad passenger business dur
bekah Lodge will be- held Tuesday. bers of her committee will be present
MADE BY MODERN
Outside fishermen are reporting ing July and August, according to
METHODS
having as guest of honor Mrs. Mary Tuesday afternoon.
lobsters plentiful, with the price at Henry E. Comins, the local agent.
The skill of our artisans and the
Hurley. President of the Rebekah
the car being 25 cents.
most up-to-date equipment are
Figures for September were not avail- , Assemb,
Supper wlll be served at
The condition of Postmaster Ed
factors in our success as monu
able, but were expected to be very 1 615, followed by the business meet ward C. Moran, who was recently op
ment specialists. All memorials
Blue Bonnet Troop of Girl 8couts favorable. Freight is running well.
ing at 7.30 when the degree will be erated upon for appendicitis, is caus
ordered here are hewn from care
are holding a food sale today on the
fully selected, flawless marble or
conferred, this being the anniversary ing relatives and friends much con
third floor of the Senter Crane store.
Harold Leach and Eugene Boone of Rebekah-Odd Fellowship.
granite. The designs vary ac
cern. The operation was an entire
cording to individual preferences.
have been appointed as entertainment
success,
but
complications
have
mani

But each one is invariably a mas
A big ltarvest dance is planned for committee for the Lions Club this
At the Star Alleys this week there fested themselves.
terpiece of its particular type.
tonight at Lakehurst with music by month. The new superintendent of
is very little talk of bowling. The
Forrest Smith and his orchestra.
schools. George C. Cumming, will be
Ladies' Auxiliary of the Knox
return of Roscoe Larrabee from the
WILLIAM E DORNANXSON
the speaker next Wednesday, and the West Coast, California, and the County General Hospital will hold its
-INC.
Albert T. Grant, janitor at the Lions will be out in force to greet the
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
World's Series are the chief topic. first meeting of the season Tuesday,
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
Federal building, is having hts an newcomer.
George Hawes, who has been taking Oct. 6 at the Bok Home for Nurses.
nual vacation, and by way of diver
a course on G-Man complains he All members are urged to be present,
Services at Ingraham Hill Chapel
Edwin V. Shea of Spruce Head
sion is painting his house.
cannot study with so much Western it is hoped that this year will see will be held at 3 o'clock.
dropped a wallet containing consid
The Congregational Women's As
State aid road which is being con
• • • •
conversation, between Lawry and 1 many new members.
EAST WASHINGTON
The Red Cross baby clinic will be erable money in front of a place of Larrabee. However. Sheriff Ludwick 1
sociation
will resume its meetings
structed near Medomak bridge, in the
St. Peter's Church, Episcopal:
held Monday afternoon from 2 to 4 business on Limerock street Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Poor and Miss Sarah eastern part of the town. It is re
There is one man in Rockland who Sunday morning, Holy Eucharist at Wednesday at 3 o'clock in the vestry.
is still considering George's offer to
The clinic doctor, Dr. Popplestone, day night, and when he reached home join his forces. Rcss is here for a i never does anything by halves and 9 o'clock; Church School 9.30 and
Moore of New Bedford are guests this ported that the town of Union, which
The Rockland City Band is receiv week at the home of Mr. and Mrs. is across the river bridge, will in the
mentally "kissed it good-bye." His
will be in attendance from 3 to 4.
week and will welcome the boys at that is Arthur L. Rokes. The genta^ Evening Prayer at 7.30.
ing many compliments for the fine W M. Prescott. Tney attended the near future build the piece of road
unfailing belief that there are hon- the Star Alleys. Meanwhile the bowl- taxi chief guessed wrong on a small
• • • »
The opening of the new Armory est people in the world was agree - ing league waits.
At the Congregational Church, service it gave at North Knox Fair Union Fair.
to connect Route 17 with 105 and 220
I business matter to the tune of one
Ball Room Thursday night was a, ably vindicated yesterday morning
looming
worship is at 10.30.
The this week. Under the leadership of
_____
j chocolate milk shake and has settled
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Fitch of Au r.t Washington. This, it is hoped,
Charles L. Robinson it played three
pronounced success with a record when the missing purse was restored
The local W.C.T.U. holds a recep- the score thrice with resultant bad pastor, Rev. Corwin H. Olds, will
gusta were recent visitors at W. M will be done as it will shorten by sev
crowd. The hall is now under Oak- to him by Miss Polly Crockett, who tion Thursday night, Oct. 8, in the effects in the matter of calories.
preach on the theme “The Perpetual afternoons and two nights, and there Prescott's and attended the dance at eral miles the distance between
had identified the owner through
Challenge of Life's Frontiers."' The\ w“ no ^‘ering. The band was |
land Park management.
‘ Washington and Union, and other adparlors of the First Baptist Church. :
-------' Light's pavilion.
documents which it contained.
AU officers and chevaliers of Canton mixed quartet, with Mrs. Faith Berry on the Job every minute., its selections
(Joining towns, besides being a more
honoring Mrs. Althea G. Quimby,
Allen Ripley was employed last week
were popular, and the Band in every
Harold Leach and Miss Corice L.
direct route for persons north of the
president of the Maine State W. C. Lafayette No. 18 I.O.O.F., are request at the organ, will render appropri
J
making
apple
barrels
for
Arthur
Attractions at the Strand Theatre
way sustained its fine reputation.
Thomas begin their annual vacations
ed
to
report
at
the
hall
at
4
p.
m
ate
musical
numbers.
village.
T. U.. An invitation to attend is ex
’ Overlook of Liberty.
from the First National Bank of next week are Sunday. Monday. Tues Sunday for a rehearsal of the drill
Misses Harriet and Clara Ripley
tended
to
all
pastors
of
the
local
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Light, daugh attended the recent dance at South
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Ramsey
At the First Universalist Church
Rockland next Monday. They will day and Wednesday. "Great Ziegfeld"
work
which
will
be
required
to
be
put
with William Powell and Myrna Loy. churches and their wives, to the on the annual inspection Oct. 7. Take Sunday morning at 10.45 Dr. Lowe were rescued from their burning home ter Mrs. Blanche Rokes, and Arthur China.
visit Boston and New York.
Due to the fact that this picture is superintendent of schools and all the sidearms as the officers will require will occupy the pulpit and preach on in Bath Thursday by their son Allen Leigher cf North Burkcttville, mo
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ripley and
Friends of Kent's Hill School will i-the original three hour show that teachers, superintendents of the Sun the use of them in their part of the "Faith's Great Task." At noon the H. Ramsey. The family is well tored Sunday to Bingham Dam. They daughter Rachel were in Union and
day
schools
and
teachers
of
group
opening of the church school will known to many Rockland music lov enjoyed the scenic beauty which is South Washington Sunday.
be interested to learn that it has one was shown in the larger cities, the
classes, leaders of young people's drill.
take place. This will see the intro ers. Mr. Ramsey, Junior, being presi unsurpassed in Northern Maine at
of the largest enrollments in recent shows will be continuous 2 to 11; eve
ning 5 and 8 o'clock. There will be a | W;;
Historian Small of the National duction of the new director. Atwood dent of Les Camarades Musicaux. this season of the year.
years. Incidentally this is its 113th
NOTICE TO MARINERS
resentatives of the press. An exhibit
Roy Light hauled wood last week
slight
advance
in
prices
on
this
at

Park
Commission was a visitor yes Levensaler and the beginning of the with which the Rubinstein Club has
year.
several times had exchange programs. to Rockland from Hibbert's Corner.
traction. "Ramona” will be shown of the educational literature of the terday at Montpelier and was pro contest of merit.
Portland Harbor Approach—-Port
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Hal! of South
The young man was near collapse
Charles Maxey of the Standard Oil on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. organization will be a feature of the foundly impressed. He is particu
land Lightship was temporarily re
entertainment
and
an
address
by
'The Lights and Shadows of Cal- from his exertion.
Jefferson were recent visiters at the
staff is spending his vacation in a Loretta Young and Don Ameche arc
larly interested in the splendid job
placed by a relief lightship Sept. 30.
| home of Mr and Mrs. A E. Johnston.
very practical way—sailing up and the stars and the picture is all in Mrs. Quimby. The committee in of landscaping underway at Mont- j vary" wiU be the subject of the serNo change in characteristic of signals
charge
of
arrangements
comprises
Harland Ripley, James and Richard
TO SUPPORT LANDON
pelier and hopes to interest his or- mon at the First Baptist Church Sundown the coast in the oil tanker cap technicolor.
except sound signal is a two-tone
Mrs. Clara S. Emery. Mrs. Nellie Mc ganization in aiding the work to com- j day morning. The church school with
-------Belcher have employment at Charles
tained by John Scott. Mr. Maxey
diaphone. Relief lightship has word
Kay,
Mrs.
Etta
Stoddard
and
Mrs.
President Ernest Martin Hopkins of i Barnes' portable mill.
They had agricultural fajjs in
pletion.
| desses for all ages will meet at noon.
will resume his duties next Monday
“Relief" in white letters on each side.
______
Virginia Egan will lead the En- Dartmouth College, who told under-1 W. M. Prescott was at Union three
Ralph Caldwell, who was recently di Union as far back as 1875, and in Reta Robinson,
A reception was given for Worthy deavorer's Inspiration Hour at 6 graduates in 1932 that "change is op- • days this week, where he is one of
vorced from his appendix, will be proof thereof Ernest C. Davis shows
Opportunity Class of the Baptist Grand Matron Lettie D. Hubbard, ] o'clock. The peoples evening servide
More dry cleaning bargains next
portunlty” and two months later vot- the trustees of North Knox Fair,
The Courier-Gazette a photograph
back on the staff in a week or two.
Church held a monthly meeting in O.ES., in Waterville Thursday evewill open at 7.15 with the prelude ed for President Roosevelt, disclosed
W. W. Light has been confined to week at People’s Laundry, 17 Limemade on that occasion. It shows an
evening,
Al Smith, whose unexpected pro exhibit of oxen, cows and horses, and the churcht parlors Thursday
................... ning, at which every grand officer in and big sing assisted by the organ, Tuesday he would support Gov. All the house by illness two days this j rock St., Tel. 170. Free collection
with
scripture
reading
by
Miss_
Alice j thg gute was present The banquet.
and delivery —adv.
nouncement in favor of Landon, cli perhaps 100 spectators, arrayed in
piano and choir. Mr. MacDonald will M. Landon's candidacy because he week.
McIntosh.
The
report
showed
63
calls
followed
by
ai^
entertainment
and
maxed a characteristic radio broad Sunday best, looking on rather list
C. E Overloek was a business visitor
give his second sermon in the series believed "the New Deal leadership
cast Thursday night, will speak ui lessly. There didn't seem to be much had been made and the class had dancing was held in Masonic hall and j on “The Cross Roads." The happy has gone wild in seeking to capitalize . in Union one day last week,
been entertained by Mrs. Marion
Philadelphia next Friday night. Re else to do, as there was no midway,
was attended by 600 officers and prayer and praise meeting will be the desire for change for political | Perley Overloek and W M. Prescott ■
gardless of whether we agree with his no exhibition hall, and no horse-rac Lindsey. Mrs. Anna Brazier and Mrs. guests. Rockland was represented by I held on Tuesday evening at 7.15.
advantage".
j worked last week on the section of j
Alice Kaler. The election of offi
• • • •
views or do not, there is no gainsay-, ing. The horseless carriage and the
Mrs. Gertrude Boody as Grand Ruth,
cers resulted thus: President, Mrs.
Sunday will be Rally Day at the
and Thomaston by Mrs. Leah Davis,
ing that he is the most forceful and hot dog had not been invented. Mr.
Alice Kaler. first vice president, Mrs.
entertaining political speaker who Davis was on the grounds when the
District Deputy Grand Matron. Mrs I Pratt Memorial Methodist Church.
Eda Post; second vice president, Mrs.
Margaret Lakeman and Russell Davis At 9.30 a. m. the Friendly Men's Bible
stands before the "mike." Millions picture was made, and recognizes in
Lillian Joyce; secretary. Mrs. Evelyn
I Class will meet for the study of God's
will listen to him again next Friday the group picture Erastus Cole. Leroy
of Thomaston also attended.
Crockett; treasurer. Mrs. Ada Pres
' Word. At 10.30 the pastor will preach
night.
Cole. J. D. Thurston, John Bradford,
cott and missionary treasurer. Mrs.
Pancho Villa's long experience in a sermon appropriate to Rally Day.
Henry Bowes and William Besse.
Single sale and illegal possession "Good old days," when you didn't Beulah Wotton. A short program the squared circle did not prevent The vested choir wiU be back on duty
was charged against Allen Parker of have to dodge pickpockets and Pari- was given in charge of Mrs. Laura him from being on the losing end of after the summer recess period. The
Mank An invitation was extended
Nashua, N. H„ who was yesterday ar Mutuels.
the main bout with Paul, Jr„ of Lew Baraca Class and church school will
the class by Miss Alice McIntosh to iston. at the Tillson Avenue Stadium | be in session at noon At 6.30 p. m.
rested at Union Fair Grounds by
picnic at the Duncan cottage, Holi
Sheriff Ludwick, Deputy Sheriff Phil
last night. Paul had the better of the Epworth League services will be
The regular feeting of Ruth May
lips and Special Deputy Nash. Liquor hew Tent, D.U.V., will be held Mon day Beach, next Tuesday night. the scrap all the way. Bad Boy resumed with Miss Amy G. Sherman.
was found in Parkets car. the offlce^i day night at G.A.R hall. Depart Those wishing to attend will meet at Miller passed out of the picture in a< Director of Religious Education, in
stated. The case was heard by Re ment President Marie Patterson of the church at 6 o'clock for transpor technical knockout administered by charge. Evening worship is at 7.30
corder Otis, who, in imposing a sen Hallowell will make an official visit. tation. taking box lunch and dishes. Frankie Merrill of August. Popeye with the sermon topic, "Spiritual Re
tence of 90 days in the county Jail, Supper at 6 o'clock, with F. Helen
Manta, substituting for Al Bouchard, pair Work."
said: “The officials of North Knox Paladino. Josephine Lothrop and
boxed with Ponzi Cochran. Cracker
"Visibility At Zero" will be the ser
Fair intend to run a good, clean show, Sarah Thomas in charge. In the aft
Favreau indulged in his favorite in
mon topic by Rev. Charles A. Marand it is the aim of this Court to ernoon session, there will be sewing
door sport by knocking out John Dud
staller at the Littlefield Memorial
support them in every way possible." on quilts, and members are urged to
ST. GEORGE
ley in the first round. Barter and
Church Sunday morning at 10.30.
attend to assist in the work. The
Jarvis fought a draw.
The music will include a vocal solo
See the “home-craft" exhibit in our rummage sale will take place Oct. 19.
by Dwight Mosher and a selection
ASTERNOON AND EVENING
window today! Table covers, chair- followed by the annual fair Nov. 2.
MARRIED
FANCY WORK
by the Munro children. There will
sets, doilies, rugs, pictures, door Mrs. Stella McRae, chairman , has
MILLEB-SCHOPPEE—At West Lovell,
APRONS ICE CREAM CANDY
Ofor50
Sept 26. by Rev. Dr. Bull, Henderson be a story for the children. Church
stops, bags. etc.
119
appointed these committees; Fancy
GRABS
E Miller, of Jefferson, and Mrs. Ray
school at 11.46; C. E. meeting at 6
VEGETABLE DISPLAY
Schoppee of Jonesboro.
No Extra Charge for Engraving Plato
work. Mrs. Carrie House, Lina Carroll
Supper Served 5 to 7 o'clock
Edwin Libby Relief Corps serves and Doris Ames; aprons, Mrs. Maud
Choice of 35 different styles of lettering.
Dance in Evening
DIED
a boiled dinner, 11 to 1. Thursday, Cables, Helen Paladino and Allie
Price includes inside and outside envelopes.
DOUG VINAL’S MUSIC 119-120
WALSH
—
At
Thomaston,
Oct.
3,
Mrs.
Oct. 8, at GAR. hall. 35c.
119-120 Blackington; candy, Mrs. Carrie
Abbie S. Walsh, aged 65 years, 2
Additional Invitations or Anribuncements at
months, 8 days. Funeral prlate.
Brown, Mary Brewster and Lena
4 Vic each
*
POST—At Rockland, Oct. 2, Mrs. Rose,
Elise Allen Corner School of the Rokes; mysteries, Mrs. Belle Bowley
wife of Fred Post, aged 70 years. 2
50 Engraved At Home or
100 Engraved Informals,
Dance. All types of stage and ball and Olive Crockett; beano, with many
months. 22 days. Funeral Monday at 9
Reception Cards----------------$5.50
including envelopes________ $3.00
Ambulance Service
o'clock from St. Bernard's Church.
room dancing. Class lessons 50c; pri attractive awards, Mrs. Mae Cross
JAMESON—At Camden, Oct. 2, Mrs.
Additional
Cards
at
-------3
’
z
ic
each
100
Engraved Visiting Cards .. $1.65
vate lessons, $1.00. School is always and Mrs. Lizzie French; food table,
Harriet Francis Jameson, aged 81 years.
7
months.
1
day.
Funeral
Sunday
at
open for enrollment; 22 Brewster St., Mrs. Ida V. Huntley, Lucy Bucklin,
These Are the Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Genuine Engravings.
2 o'clock from the residence of Dr.
Tel. 670. Rockland, Maine.
112tf
C. Harold Jameson, Chestnut street.
Priscilla Smith, and Mina King. The j
Burial at Thomaston.
supper will be in charge of Mrs j
Sampler maj be seen al
KNOWLTON—At Camden. Oct. 2. WUlla
AMBULANCE SERVICE
D Knowlton, aged 77 years, 3 months,
Sarah Thomas and Mrs. Josephine j
NOUK, KNOCK. WHO'S
13 days. Funeral Monday afternoon
Lothrop.
from 8 Union street.
THERE?
LEM. LEM
Morticians
WHO? LEM-me sell you
CARD OF THANKS
More dry cleaning bargains next
This la to thank all those who sent
a ticket to the Lions
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
i
TEL. SR2
week at People's Laundry, 17 Limeflowers and assisted us during our recent
Festival, they’re only $1.
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
• CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
bereavement.
rock St., Tel. 170. Free collection
119-tf
Brothers and sisters of Prank Cook.
9fltf
for four entertainments!
*
and delivery,—adv.

kUseU Furniture
reW
1RBAP WAWTAD
saJ

Special Offer
in
Cjenuine Sncpravei)

(Wetting tfnvilaliom
anx) O^nnouncemenls

GRANGE FAIR

Wednesday, Oct. 7

BURPEE
FURNITURE
COMPANY

Lowest Prices Ever Quoted
$095

■
Russell Funeral Home

T5he Courier=Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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JEFFERSON

N. Y. WORLD’S FAIR RISING FROM ANCIENT ASH HEAP

STAR THEATRE
Waldoboro

OUR
BOOK CORNER

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE '

The Harden Bible Class will have
charge of the devotional exercises at
STOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
the meeting ol the Maine Federation
£
6
10
b
7
1
2
3
4
9.
STANDARD TIME
of Men's Bible Classes, South Paris
Excavation Task a Terrific Test of Men and Machines
Oct. 3. Henry F. Merrill, of Portland,
W
II
12
TUESDAY, OCT. 6
teacher of Class 13 will be the princi ■
Henry
Wadsworth
Longfellow
w
W
“The Bride Walks Out”
pal speaker at the afternoon session.
Dana and Manning Hawthorne are
W 15
H 17
14
lb
IS
BARBARA
STANWYCK
Miss Mary Richardson will return
} preparing for publication the corres*
GENE RAYMOND
w
this week to Southern Pines, N. C.
spondence between their grand
W 20
ife
21
WEDNESDAY.
OCT.
7
after spending a month at her old
fathers, Henry Wadsworth Longfel
W
w
home. She will be accompanied by
“STATE FAIR”
low and Nathaniel Hawthorne. They
ll
23 W 2M
25
her aunt, Mrs. Hannah Bond who WILL ROGERS.
would be grateful for any original
w
JANET
GAYNOR
lllu
will remain with her through the
letters or information bearing on the
27
2b
tb
. :i
TRURSDAY, OCT. 8
winter.
subject. They promise that all ma
“The Green Pastures”
Mrs. Herbert Bond who has been
terial sent to them tn care of Mur
30
w
REX INGRAM
very ill is much Improved.
doch Howell & Barrows. 100 Fifth
w
SATURDAY. OCT. 10
Avenue. New York City, will be care
Laura Meserve left recently for Au
ii 32
W 33
34 35
fully copied and promptly returned.
burndale where she will enter the
“To Mary With Love”
• • • •
WARNER BAXTER.
freshman class at Lasell Junior Col
w 37
56
ib
MYRNA
LOY
A
list
of
books
recommended by
lege.
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
the Cardinal's Literature Committee
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Jackson who
W 40
3$
1 42
41
.A
SPECIAL—310 given away each
for the Catholic reading has been an
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs
Saturday night in three prizes
nounced. The selections deal with
Lewis Moody for several weeks, left
The third prize Sat., Oct. 3, is 38
4f>
44
4b
45
'.'■if
fiction,
politics, biography, religion,
Monday for their home in Oakland.
119-120
W
poetry,
education,
economics,
social
Calif.
47
4B
49
sciences, and a wide range of other
Paul Pieri has been chosen presiw
WALDOBORO
subjects. While the entire list is by I
I dent. Wilson Hodgkins, vice president
56
51
far too long to print here, glancing
I and J. Y. Meserve secretary and
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Heyer have
treasurer of the Willow Orange Fair moved from the Storer house to one through we note:
Biography: Autobiography of G. K.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
' to be held Friday, Oct. 2. Special in- recently purchased by them on the
39- Chum
14-Presage
1-Capital of
Chesterton;
Catherine Tekakwiths by
■ terest is being shown in the exhibit North Waldoboro road.
Saskatchewan
40- Confession of faith 16- Afternoon parties
Daniel Sargent; Lives of Great Com
and sale of fruits, vegetables, canned
6-Tube of a firearm 42- Look
17- Stake in cards
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston recent posers. by A. L. Bacharach.
19-Pertaining to Easter
11-Unit*
43- The (Sp.)
i goods, and fancy needle work. Lin
ly spent a few days in Bangor.
Economics and Social Sciences;
44- Un imaginative
21-Affirms
1?-lreland
coln H. Hodgkins. Paul Pieri and
13-Conipany (abbr.)
23-Fatigues
46- Mother
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Duane have Restoration of Property, by Hilaire
Alice Bond will act as Judges. Sup
15-Cuddled
47- Boast
25-Relieves
returned
from
Quincy.
Mass.
Belloc;
Fire
on
the
Earth,
by
Paul
per served at 5 30.
48- Snare
17- Becauae
27- Alcoholie beverage
18- Mlschievoua child 50- Scatters
28- Consume
Miss Gladys Hastings of Somerville Hanly Furfey.
Mrs Lucy Sylvester suffered severe
30- Under
Education: Education with a Tra 20- Abataina from food 51- Spartan bondmen
has
been
guest
of
her
aunt,
Miss
injuries from a fall and was taken to
21- An insect
31- A tree (pi.)
dition,
iUniversity
of
London
Press).
Elizabeth F. Genthner.
22- A fuel
32- Fur-bearing animal
Knox Hospital.
VERTICAL
Fiction: Let the King Beware, by 24- Aeriform matter
33- Expires
The Degree team of Meenahga
Trinity Union was held at the
34- Abound
25- Diminutive suffix
Honore
Morrow;
Young
Man
in
i
Grange
have
accepted
an
invitation
church in South Jefferson last Sun
26- Flags
35- Utters
1- Formula
Spats,
by
Wodenhouse;
Gunnar's
day with an all-day session. The to confer degrees at a meeting of
2- Depart
28- Oined
37-Amphibious web
’a'.I
footed animal (pt.)
choir gave two wonderful selections White Oak Grange. Warren, Friday. Daughter, by Sigrid Undset; Bedside 29- Dagger with curved S-Tavern
4- Want
Book of Famous American Stories;
blade
40- Crop of a bird
Oct.
9.
with
organ
and
piano
accompaniment
condition* of temperature under
41- Dreadful
5- Designates
30- Foundation
Within the Walls by Agnes Vaught
Mr. Turner conducting. The Young
which the equipment must operate
George Ashworth of St. Jbhnsbury
6- Zones
44— Prefix. Before
31-Pale
History: Germany Today, by Henry , 33-Despises
7- Greek god of war
45— A Pacific State
People's Society of the Penney Memo Vt., who is at his summer home in
appeared to the engineers to be
8-Clear of
(abbr.)
36- Oceans
similar to those encountered by the
rial Church. Augusta was in charge Damariscotta Mills, has been guest of Phillips; Italy in the Making.
9- Royal Navy (abbr.) 47-Brother (abbr.)
37- Part of a fish
Literature
and
Essays:
June
Aus

two Byrd Antarctic Expedition*
of one of the sessions which proved his brother. Dr. T. C. Ashworth.
10-Heed
49-ltalian river
and the 900,000 mile service in six
ten. by Lord David Cecil; Dramatic I 38- Walk
very interesting. Dr. Wood of the
Rev. Horace M. Taylor. Mrs. Harold
years of the Graf Zeppelin and now
Personae,
by
W.
B.
Yeats;
As
I
was
(Solution to previous puzzle)
same church and Rev. C. A. Marstal- Perry. Mrs. Clarence Benner Mrs.
the new Hindenburg. Therefore the
Saying, by G. K Chesterton; Our
complete ln
y<JU
ler of Rockland were speakers.
same oil and greases employed by
Ralph Benner and Miss Edna M
heard Qf Jalna
JX)U
A. C. Grover and son Charles, and Young attended the semi-annual Fellow Men. by H. V. Morton.
Admiral Byrd on both his South
be eliminated and turned into a Pole Expeditions and the German
Philosophy
and
Science:
Through
read
wUhoul
■
by LATTIMER SHAW
Mrs. Hooper of Thomaston called meeting of the Damariscotta As
series of gleaming lagoons for mo engineers in the Graf Zeppelin and
My Telescope, by W. T. May; Our and
satisfactlon and profit.
Sunday on Mrs. Edith Shrader.
sociation held Wednesday at the
tor boat races, swimming exhibi Hindenburg were specified for the
Friends the Trees, by Dr. P. Cross. |
....
The 100th anniversary of the North Nobleboro Baptist Church.
battle of 800 men and 150 gas tions and other aquatic events dear World's Fair job—Veedol motor oil
Poetry:
Landscape
with
Figures,
by
The
Viking
Press makes a preGrange
is
being
celebrated
through

oline driven machines against to the hearts of fair goers.
O. E. Ludwig is on a hunting trip
and grease made by the Tide Wa
Lionel Wiggin; A Letter From Pontus, publication announcement of limited
out the country this week Wil in the Ox Bow region.
This tremendous grading job con ter Oil Company. And the same
time to turn a 1,000 acre ash dump
by John Masefield; Splendour in the first edition of the most remarkable
low Grange of Jefferson held its
into a level site for hundreds of stitutes one of the most terrible company’s Tydol gasoline, which
Miss Hazel Day of Winslow’s Mills
beautiful buildings has been begun ordeals to which gasoline motors drove Byrd's planes and tractors
I literary discovery of our era, James 1
celebration Monday. An entertain is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roland Grass, by Audrey Wurdemann.
as the start of the great World’s have ever been subjected because, for 35,000 miles over the icy Ant
Politics ar.d Government: On the Boswell's Journal of a Tour to the
ment was given and refreshments Creamer.
Fair to be held at Flushing. Long for ten months, summer and winter, arctic wastes is operating all the
Rim of the Abyss, by James Shot- Hebrides with Samuel Johnson,
served. South Jefferson Grange held
Mrs. Sarah Weeks is at the home
Island, by the City of New York in they must operate continuously, 24 motor equipment at Flushing. Stor
its
celebration
Wednesday
night.
well;
Hitler's First Poes, by John LLD. In 1773 Samuel Johnson and
1939, which will bring millions of hours a day. It will be equivalent age facilities (or 4,000 gallons of
of her sister, Mrs. Harold R. Smith,
The Home and Community Welfare
Brown Mason.
James Boswell toured Scotland. Bos-1
people to America's biggest city. to starting an automobile and not gasoline have been set up and
during the latter's absence in Port
committee of Willow Grange have land.
Travel and Art: How Do You Like well wrote daily in his journal a full
The battle of ashes will go on stopping it for 300 days. It was for half a dozen high speed pumps,
24 hours a day until April 1. 1937. this reason that there was selected served daily by tank trucks. To ser
announced they have raised a fund
New York? By Eva McAdoo; The account of the trip including racy Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt have
If the race against ttme is won it | for the Job. and with no attempt vice the continuously operating ma
sufficient to paint the Grange Hall.
Heritage of the Cathedral, by Sartell anecdotes. Johnsonian mots, and un GEORGES RIVER ROAD
been visiting relatives in Massachu
will constitute a record for this | to skimp on cost, only the most chines in the field a fleet of small
On the committee are Mrs. Fred setts.
Prentice; Venetian Painters, by blushing portraits tf Scottish gentle
type of work. It will cost 32,200,- modern, rugged and scientific ma- j er tank trucks is in use on careCunningham, Mrs. Forrest Bond and
Frank J Mather Jr.; Skyway to Asia, folk. Upon Johnson's death. Boswell*’“ Sunday meeting was held at the
,000. The men and their $750,000 i chinery, fuel, lubricating oil and | (ull7 worked out schedules.
Miss Ethel Hazlewood of Boston
Mrs. Gordon Perry.
published the journal only two-thirds home of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Hill,
by William S GroOch.
worth of modern automotive equip greases. When the task is complet-1 An Indication of the speed with!
has visiting Mrs. Mary G. Elkins.
Mrs. Bernice LeWare has returned
ment must remove 6,090 000 square ed the gasoline shovels, Belt dump- j which New York's World s Fair is
The survey is published quarterly its real length, many of the best and i There was a large attendance and reMrs. Gordon Fitch and Miss Heryards of dry material and 1,500,000 lng trucks, graders and other ma- J coming into being lies in the schedafter spending seven weeks in New
by the Cardinal Hayes Literature most intimate parts being deleted, freshments were served to those
minone Fitch are in Washington. D
yards of mud. During the process i chines will have passed through a | ule on which the city’s ancient ash
Haven. Conn.
Committee. 23 East 51st street. New The original full-length manuscript present.
C„ and plan to take a trip to Panama.
hundred foot hills of ashes will be • trial almost unprecedented in motor! dump ts being excavated—33 yards
Edward Hall of Owls Head is ill
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Whitney have
York.
I was thought lost until, ln 1930, it was
leveled and fifty foot gullies filled ■ history.
i per minute, day in and day out
Miss Leona Rines of Portland has
with
rheumatic fever.
returned
from
a
trip
to
New
York
•
•
•
•
I
discovered
in
an
ancient
castle.
Now
and a tidal river 16 feet deep will j The long hours and the varying {around the clock.
been the guest of her aunt, MrS. Fred
Services will be held at the Finnish
and Boston, where they visited rela
Edwin
Markham,
famous
American
the
first
complete
edition
of
this
163
L. Burnes.
tives.
poet, is convalescing from the effects year old classic is to be offered. The Congregational Church at one o'clock
The Lincoln-Sagadahoc Teachers
of a light stroke of appolexy suffered limited edition will consist of 790 Sunday. Mrs. Helno will speak.
Convention will meet in the High
Lippmann for Landon
about a month ago after returning numbered copies of which 250 are Thursday night there will be meeting
CCC Championship
School auditorium Wednesday, Oct. 7.
from a lecture tour in the Middle reserved for Great Britian. The price at seven oclock. at the home of Mr.
A silver loving chaplain's cup was
“The Bride Walks Out" is the Tues
(boxedi is $26. and subscriptions close »nd Mrs. David Hill, Waldoboro.
awarded the 1163 company in Jeffer day feature at Star Theatre starring West. Mr. Markham is 84 years old.
• • • •
AN APPLE
Oct. 10. Order through your book
son recently for managing the base- Barbara Stanwyck. Will Rogers of
“Heads and Tales" is the fascinat seller.
A DAY
CLARK ISLAND
1 ball championship of first CCC dis- beloved memory appears Wednesday
KEEPS
i trict. The cup is sponsored by the in “State Fair." On Thursday comes ing title of Malvina Hoffman's book
chaplains of the district for the pur the famous negro story of "Green (Charles Scribner's Sons). This book 1 One reader says she lost $300 by) Mrs Edward Edwards is at Knox
THE
pose of creating a more active inter Pastures." and on Saturday a charm is at once an account of voyages and I reading Margaret Mitchell's “Gone j Hospital.
DOCTOR
discoveries in the earth's far places/ With the Wind." She stayed at home j Mr. and Mrs. Charles Childs of
est in athletics, and promoting clean ing love story, To Mary With Love,"
AWAY”
Hope were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
sportsmanship.
with two great stars. Warner Baxter
15 ONE
indomitable
woman
and
a
survey
of
theatre
that
evening
she
would
Charles
Butler recently
The trophy was received for the and Myrna Loy.
OF THE
Lewis Haskell has rented Albert
the
arts
and
crafts
behind
the
art
of
J
have
heard
her
name
called
as
the
company by Captain A. B. MorganClarence Woodbury was recently sculpture, for you recall that Miss ] winner on Cash Night.
Davis' house, recently vacated by
OLDEST ' 1 /
/ <
stern commanding officer, from E. L. operated on for appendicitis at the
Charles Wall and family.
AXIOMS IN THE WORLD, ,r
Hoffman
is
one
of
the
most
famous
Mills, sub-division chaplain.
Memorial Hospital, Damariscotta.
Rev. Newell Smith of Tenant's HarGROSS NECK
in the art of sculpture. In fact, she
AMERICA'5 LITTLE SWITZERLAND
THE EARLY GREEKS AND ROMANS
Before the presentation the entire
borwill
preach at Clark Island Sunis
known
as
one
of
the
most
remark

IS LOCATED IN GREEN COUNTY. WIS FOLLOWED IT AS A HEALTH RULE
company enjoyed a broiled lobster
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Sidney Rines has returned to Aay afternoon. All are welcome.
able of Rodin's pupils.
CONSIN. HERE THE MAJORITY OF
dinner in celebration of the event
Whitefield. N. H. after visiting her
Barge No. 706 has just completed
• • • •
Dave Pollack has recently had an
| and an evening's entertainment fol
THE POPULATION, 96? SWISS, DEVOTE
brother, Harry W. Creamer.
loading paving for New York.
Tw*nty-nine
German
motion
pic

artesian
well
drilled.
lowed the presentation.
THEIR LIVES TO THE MAKING OF SWISS
Mr. and Mrs Allan Evans of Bos tures. the first contingent of the rare j Mrs. Edna Genthner and Mrs. Mil• • • •
CHEESE WHICH IS THE PEER OF THAT
ton. and Mr and Mrs. Wendell Smith films which were acquired abroad dred Genthner of Broad Cove have
MADE IN THEIR HOME LAND.
Miller-Schoppee
WATER
and son Richard of Roslindale. Mass., this summer, have arrived at the been recent visitors at Melvin Oenth- MAGIC
Mrs. Raye Schoppee of Jonesboro were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Museum of Modern Art Film Library, ner's
w
REMOVES
and Henderson E. Miller of Jefferson Albert Davis. Elwin Bunker of Surry New York. The pictures are among
Mrs. William K. Wlnchenbach and
were united in marriage Saturday at has also been their guest this week those exhumed from Europe's film daughter Edith of Dutch Neck re im
A Roosevelt supporter four years the home of Mr. and Mrs. Orlando
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Sleeper of vaults by John E. Abbott, director of cently visited her parents, Mr. and
rl'i
ago, Walter Lippmann (above), out Allard. West Lovell, Rev. Dr. Bull Winthrop, Mass., who have been the museum, and Iris Barry, its Mrs. William Gross.
THE EGYPTIANS USED TO RAISE ALTARS
Don't worry if your clothes
standing economic and political officiating. They were attended by
TO THE GLORY OF CABBAGE, WOR
curator.
visiting
Mr.
Sleeper's
aunt
Mrs.
Ada
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Littlehale become mildewed. Uote’i
commentator, wtS a-Tpport Gov. Alf Mr. and Mrs. Allard.
SHIPPED
Among the 29, not all of which were and children of Warren called Sun Magic Water is the finest
Snow, haVe returned to their home.
DI. Landon in the November elec
thing you ever used for
The house was prettily decorated
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rackliff and found in Germany, are:
day at Willis Genthner's.
tion. In his nationally syndicated
taking out mildew—with
The Cabinet of Caligari.
column he labeled Mr. Roosevelt’* with phlox and ferns. After the young daughter Roberta, who have
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and out injury to the fabric.
administration "personal, factional ceremony a wedding supper was been visiting Mr. Rackliff's mother.
The Last Laugh (starring Emil daughter Christine spent Sunday For sale at all Grocers.
and partisan,” adding that the Pres served by Mrs. Allard. The gusets Mrs. Helen Rackliff, the past week Jannings)
with Mrs. Eugley’s parents, Mr. and Beware of Imitations.
ident has succeeded in dividing the included Mr. and Mrs. A. Wright of
Anne Boleyn (produced in 1920)
■have returned to their home ln
Mrs. Elbridge Stover, Boothbay.
people “frivolously, unnecessarily ! Malden, Mass. After a short wedding
AMONG THE GREEKS, EACH FRUIT-TREE
Bucksport.
Siegfried (1923)
and perhaps dangerously.”
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kuzmich of
[ trip Mr. and Mrs. Miller will make
HAD ITS PROTECTING GOD OR GODDESS.
Faust (1926)
Our genial "Cushman man" Gerald
Brookhaven,
N. Y, and Miss Evelyn
MINERVA WAS THE PATRONESS OF OLIVE (I
their home in Jefferson.
Grant, together with his wife and
Der Hitler junge Quex (1934).
WE BUY
Marimae Invests
Morse of Rockland were recent guests
daughter, enjoyed a vacation last
The Camera Goes Along, a record of their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
TREES, THE MUSES PROTECTED PALM THE TALMUD RECORDS A JUDEAN
in Future Security
OLD GOLD
week at hls home in Canada. Jesse of the Winter Olympics of 1935-36.
CHICAGO.—Marimae Voiland,
Charles L. Eugley.
SPRUCE HEAD
TREES,AND BACCHUS GUARDED THE RADISH SO LARGE THAT A FOX MADE
Sleeper took his place on the Cush
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
The library has also come into pos
four years old, of Topeka, Kas.,
ITS
LAIR
IN
IT.
Mrs. Harry Simmons was a recent
FIC5 AND GRAPES.
1
JEWELER
playmate of Nancy Jo, the small
Congratulations are extended to man route and also drove to Canada session of two animated silhouette
guest of her sister-in-law, Mrs. 370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
daughter of Governor Landon, is
FAMOUS GOURMETS OF HISTORY
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Russell (Cassie Saturday after the Grants, returning films by Lotte Relniger, "Carman"
Carrie Wallace, Broad Cove.
taking the approaching election
Tuesday.
Elwell)
on
the
birth
of
a
son
Sept.
and
“
The
Little
Chimney
Sweep".
GODS ON OLYMPUS, IN ADDITION TO THEIR FAVORITE DISH
THE GOD
seriously.
Mrs. Fred Gillchrest was the guest From the German government's
18. named William Llewellyn.
OF AMBROSIA,WERE
SAID TO HAVE PRIZED GOLDEN APPIES VERY HIGHLY.
8R05IA.T
“I want Nancy Jo’s daddy to
for
several days this week of Mrs archives the museum obtained an
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Darrell
L.
Mann
and
be the next President,” she wrote
C. B. Goodspeed, treasurer of
daughter June, of Great Duck Island L. B. Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred early French comedy "Mon chien
the Republican National commit
Light Station were over night guests Young in Biath.
rapporte.” featuring Max Linder; a
tee. “Please use this dollar
Miss Louise Butler entertained pre-war English trick film called
Saturday of Mrs. Hattie McLeod and
RATES:
from my savings bank to help
Thursday at an Old Neighbors' party “Aerial War of the Future"; an
Single
Capt.
Freeman
Elwell.
to Your hotel in BOSTON
elect him.”
Rev. and Mrs. Zebedee Andrews of ln honor of her cousin, Mrs. Charles Italian costume film, "Nero and the
Double
Hill. Miss Jeainie Putnam, Mrs
All ROOMS WITH #ATH
‘Every Woman Knows’ I* Rockland were dinner guests Sunday Georgia Snow, Mrs. Zebedee Sim Empress Octavia,” and a number of
500 Rooms
w«kly rates
of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Elwell.
German "primitives"
made by
New GOP Radio Show
mons. Mrs. Floribelle Allen and Mrs Skladanowsky between 1898 and 1905.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milton
Elwell
and
NEW YORK. — “Every Woman
Elizabeth Babb were guests. Mrs,
RADliO
• • • •
Knows” is the title of the new coast- daughter Carol were supper guests Hill was formerly Lizzie May Butler
SERVIDOR
Mazo
de
la
Roche
goes
on
with
the
Sunday
of
Mr.
Elwell's
parents,
Mr.
to-coast radio series to acquaint
of this town.
TUB s SHOWER
Whiteoaks in her latest book “Whitewomen with Republican issues. The and Mrs. L. C. Elwell.
Mrs.
C.
E.
Paatch
and
E.
K.
Patch
program is heard Mondays to Fri
oak
Harvest"
(Little,
Brown
&
Co.)
It is actually hard to believe that such quick and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Carr have
MANGER
days, inclusive, from 4:30 to 4:45
of Stoneham, Mass., and Friendship This volume is sixth in line of succes
returned to their home in Rockland
P.
M.,
eastern
standard
time,
over
were guests Wednesday of Mr. and sion in the White oak family saga,
interesting results can come from the Classified Ads
after several days’ visit with (Mr. and
« NORTH STATION
the NBC Red network.
Mrs. A. F. Sleeper.
and follows chronologically on the
Mrs.
C.
E.
Carr.
It is planned to bring to the micro
"a.
srcp-frtmytvr
TRAIN-/«>«</-■ ROOM"
in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are
heels of “The Master of Jalna."
phone women from all walks of life
Mrs. Orland Pettigrew will occupy
who will have heart to heart talks the Darrell Mann house during the
Taken as a single novel, and not as
frequently received to one advertisement.
with women in the home on those winter. Mr. Pettigrew is on White
one more chapter in a family history
,vital issues which concern every
which promises to run on indefinitely
Head.
.
hsusthsid. .______ _________ 1
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Every-Other-Day

Right Out Of The Air
By R P SKRVICK

A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the happenings
which interested Rockland and vi
cinity in this month, 1911.

The petite Lily Pons, whose sing
ing stature ls far from small, plays
a Radio Theatre
engagement ln
November. She is
>ne of the opera
stars who will ap
pear on the Mon
day night series,
although she is
equally well
known as a radio
vocal star and a
screen luminary.
‘ C o nversatlon
Piece,” Broadway
hit of two seasons
ago from the pen
of Noel Coward,
Lily Pons
may be the play
ln which she ls heard.

the rehearsals and broadcasts of the
new Saturday Columbia network
feature.
•••“Sherlock Holmes,” outstand
ing detective program of the air
waves, is now being heard over four
50,000 watt stations of the NBC red
network at 11:15 p. m., the hour
when a good thriller produces chills.
Stations WMAQ, Chicago; KYW,
Philadelphia; WLW, Cincinnati, and
WEAF, New York, now carry the
program.

Players on the Rockland High Knox Hospital suffering from bad
School football team (class of 1911) burns.
were Albert Peterson, Richard Puller,
A. W. Stetson opened a barber shop
••• Fred Allen ls back on the air
Carl Perry, Prank Campell, Williapi ln Cornish.
waves and the membership of the
Ulmer, Charles Kalloch, Earle Mc
Elliot J. Brewer was painting the
"Town Hall Tonight" Chortlers'
Intire, David Hill and Norman Rosen street cars in Brunswick.
Clubs are increas
ing all over the
bloom. The team was captained by
It was a great acorn year.
country. His dry
Albert (Peterson, and Mont Williams
Redman Bros, disposed of their shoe
wit, absent from
business.
was coach.
•••“The Good Will Court” is con radio this sum
Peter (Nelson was returning from a 1 ducted with the same dignity and mer, ls already
An airplane that did not fly
sparkling at a new
caused a near riot at Union Pair. An European cruise on the battleship ' good taste as a real court of justice, high and he has
even
though
it
is
an
Informal
and
Louisiana. It gave him an opportu- i
angry crowd threw'it into the river.
unofficial forum. Many of the most with him Portland
famous judges in and around New "Tallyho" Hoffa
Mail received at the local post office nity to visit his old home in Den
mark.
York
are rendering a distinct public Peter Van Steed
was included in the first batch
service to the nation at large with en's orchestra ana
Yacht
Kuma
was
destroyed
by
an
brought by airplane.
their good counsel to the people who the Mighty Allen
explosion of gasoline near "The
bring their troubles to the Court’s Art players. Hls
Knox County Jail was unoccupied
friendly presenta
Graves.” Capt. John H. Trynor and
microphone.
for the first time in its history,
tion of amateurs
E. F. Stone were ln much peril, the
Fred Allen
••• Last year’s most popular All- continues to be a
Sheriff A. J. Tolman reported.
former being badly burned.
American Football team, announced feature of hls
Miss Martha B May was teaching
David Clifford Smith died at his
over the radio, was one listeners hour program Wednesday nights
domestic science at Castine Normal home on Brewster street, aged 84.
picked themselves. It was conduct over the NBC red network.
ed by the sponsor of the Football
School.
Harlow P. Wood, hardware mer
••• Nominated for the most versa
Revue. This year they have en
The Rockland City Government chant, died at the age of 69
gaged Ed Thorgersen to do the same tile character actress ln radio: Mar
thing. Listeners will vote first for ion Barney. Regularly she ls heard
baseball team defeated the Bangor
James Burns, one of Rockland’s old
all-star sectional elevens, with Thor as Mrs. Young In the ace family
City Government team 6 to 5 on the est Irish residents, died at the age
gersen reporting the choices over the serial, “Pepper Young's Family,”
Crescent Beach grounds. On the of 89.
air. Sometime after the close of the over both NBC red and blue net
local team. Black. Whitney, Carver,
Fire did about $2000 damage in the
season on one of the Saturday Foot works. In this radio listeners re
ball Revues, Thorgersen will an gard her as one of the "sweetest
Winslow, Frost, Weymouth, Smith, Camden Anchor-Rockland Machine
nounce the grand final All-Amer mothers” in radio. Recently on
McIntosh and St. Clair. Oliver Hall, Co.'s brass foundry on Sea street.
Phillips Lord’s “Gang Buster" pro
ican selection.
formerly of Rockland, played first
Arthur N. Taylor who had been
gram which battles crime, she play
••• Col. Stoopnagle and Budd, one ed the role of “Ma” Barker, one of
base for Bangor.
Louralne was manager of the Western Union office,
of radio's “famous firms," ls now the most hardened criminal women
umpire, and Fred Black scorer.
was transferred to Pittsfield, Mass.
heard Sundays of al< time—and drew cheers for that
over the NBC blue characterization, too.
The aldermen by a vote of 6 to 1
Ex-City Marshal Walter J. Fernald
network, because
granted the Standard Oil Co. permis leased the bowling alley near Berry
••• Comely Harriet Hilliard will
the radio audi
sion to erect a plant on the Roosen Bros, stable.
ence insisted that come back to radio sometime ln
property at the Southend. There
Charles E. Havener bought that
they stay ln radio. November, according to the latest
Signed for a sum advices from the
portion of Frye block next north of
were 61 remonstrants.
mer series while stork. Again this
Harry B. Maxey, fireman on the the Savoy Hotel. The Courier-Ga
Fred Allen was season Harriet
Knox & Lincoln Division, was pro zette said: "It would not be surprising
vacationing, they will be the fea
scored such a solid tured vocalist
moted to engineer on the main line.
to see one of Charles' sons engage in
hit that another with Ozzie Nel
Nelson Carr was placed in charge the business which he has conducted
sponsor signed son's orchestra in
for himself a number of years.”
of Earl Barron's poolroom.
them even before the Sunday night
Eugene R. Spear was appointed
their summer Ripley broadcasts
Capt William R. Kalloch, who had
tasks were done, Rumor also has
been in command of Schooner Hast general manager of the Knox Tele
and they'll b e Harriet going
Lemuel Q.
ings, bought the Schooner Cata- phone Co. in addition to his duties
heard every week West later ln the
Stoopnagle
wamteak.
at Belfast.
now with Mr. winter to make a
Boop and their interviews and in- picture and per
Hon. Obadiah Gardner was ap
Guy L. Upton of Camden scored
haps do a radio
ventions.
pointed United States Senator to 26 points in the Labor Day events at
guest appearance
••• That "old-timers" spot ln the or two on Smithy Harriet Hilliard
succeed the late U. S. Senator Wil- Oakland Park. Alexander Dahlgren
Floyd Gibbons-Vincent Lopez show Ballew's Saturday'
lianl P. Prye.
of Camden was second and Hyman
ls attracting a lot of attention among Chateau broadcast and the Thurs
Justice George F. Haley of Saco was Alperin of Rockland was third.
the radio folk themselves Just as day night Music Hall from Holly
presiding over the September term of
Capt. Dudley Jones who had been
every vaudevilllan ln New York went wood.
to see an old-time performer when
Superior Court. Luke A. Spear of an invalid 41 years, died at his home
••• Harry Horlick, maestro who
ever he was booked for a theatre
Rockland was foreman of the Grand on Maverick street, aged 79.
date, so the most popular entertain was on the airwaves for 14 years, ls
Jury, and Fred P. Thomas of Cam
Edwin G. Chapman. Civil War vet
ers of the present In radio are glad ln no hurry to return. He has turned
to take tips from the fellows who a deaf ear to many offers and pre
den and Thomas J. Carroll of War eran, died at his home in South
were the reigning sensation of the fers to wait for the right program
ren were foremen of the traverse Thomaston.
crystal set days. They flock to both before he signs up.
juries. Fred A. Packard was mes
Rev. W. P Porter preached his
senger.
farewell sermon at the Littlefield Me
Si ickney Corner, Aug. 23, to Mr. and Camden, the winners being J. D.
E. L. Haskell bought James Coch morial Church.
Mrs. Henry Sukeforth, a daughter— Wadsworth, Ralph Berry and Albert
• • • •
ran’s new house on Lawrence street.
■ Nutter.
The marriages for this period were: Alice'Ethelda.
Cobb, Butler & Co. had the con
C. O. Weaver was elected eminent
Vinalhaven. Sept. 5, Eben Hutchin
Rockland. Aug. 30, to Mr and Mrs
tract for building two more steamers
( commander of Camden Commandery,
son and Clara M. Warren.
George D. Walls, a daughter.
for the Atlantic Oil & Fertilizer Co.
Auburn. Sept. 9. Oscar E. Burton of
G. N. Tate left for Sacramento,
Warren. Aug. 27, to Mr. and Mrs K. T.
Mrs. M. A. Walsh of Warren fell
Cushing and Nellie J. Hyier of War Hollis Starrett, a daughter.
Calif., where he was to reside.
down
stairs and was badly injured.
Milton Hatch, 13. of Rockland ren.
Rockland, Sept. 12, Fred A. Pen- I Portland, Aug. 11, to Mr. and Mrs I Vinalhaven teachers for the new
street, was the youngest chauffeur in
Virgil F. Hoffses, formerly of Thom- '
dieton of Rockland and Minnie A. aston, a son—William Alfred Russell. | year were Martha Ingerson. Wini
the city.
fred H. Gray, Georgia Robertson.
W. A. Olover stopped a horse which Brann of Vassalboro.
Warren. Aug. 288. to Mr. and Mrs. Laura B. Sanborn, Mabel Carlon.
Camden, Sept. 6, William T. Faulk
had become frightened of a street
Maurice Haskell, a son.
Pearl Porter. Rose Reynolds. Sada
car, and was creating damage on ner of Greene and Caro E. Beverage
Hope, Aug. 27. to Mr. and Mrs. ■ Robbins, Anna C. Coombs. Fannie
of Camden.
Main street.
Mark Kimball, a son.
Calderwood. Lucy E. Burgess. Jose- 1
Camden. Sept. 2. Jamie C. Young
William M. Sullivan died suddenly
Thomaston, Aug. 25, to Mr. and phine Howard. Carrie Ames. Howard j
and Elsie M. Manning.
at his home on Brick street.
Mrs. W. W. Flinton, a daughter.
P. Marston was principal of the High j
Rockland, Sept. 16, Walter C. Ladd
Harold W. Philbrook of Rockland
Warren. Aug. 28. to Mr. and Mrs. School with Nellie Vinal assistant.
and
Mary
B.
Rankin.
was elected president of the Phil
George Wiley, a daughter.
B. M. Hall was installed as chan- ;
Thomaston. Sept. 21, Lloyd N. Law
brook family, which met in Warren.
Deer Isle, Aug. 30. to Mr. and Mrs. cellor commander of Sea Girt Lodge, ;
rence
and
Miss
Madeline
Burrows.
Earl Alden broke one of his should
Edward H. Marshall, a daughter.
I K. P., of Vinalhaven.
St. George. Sept. 10, Louis A. Tay
ers while playing football.
Rockland. Sept. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ex-Governor J. Frank Hamley of
Charles S. Hall bought the Hall lor and Marjorie Laughlin.
Pasquale Daniello, *a daughter.
Indiana, spoke in Thomaston at a j
Friendship. Aupg. 22. Frank M
homestead on Ocean street from I.
Rockland. Sept. 14. to Mr. and Mrs. prohibition rally.
Morse and Villa Eugley of Waldo
Merrill Conant.
Michael Halligan, a son.
The Matinicus Breakwater was ap
H. D. Farnham sold his cabin boro.
Bath, Sept. 18, Henry P. Caddy of [ Rockland, Sept. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. proaching completion.
launch "The Musician" to E. fj. Soper
John P. Thompson, a son—Henry
Ralph S. Robinson was principal of
Boston, formerly of St. George, and
of (Waterville.
Higgins.
Thomaston High School, with Flor
Empire Theatre on Oak street was Katherine L. Powers of Bath.
Thomaston, Sept. 15, to Mr. and ence M. Hunt and Gertrude French
Rockland. Sept. 20. Nelson J. Hurd
opened. The theatre was owned by
Mrs. (J. H. Everett, a son.
as assistants.
a corporation of which Alfred S. and Flora E. Millett. both of Rock- J
Rockland. Sept. 18. to Mr. and Mrs.
Black was president, Josn E. Leach port.
Harry J. Hersey, a son.
NORTH HOPE
Rockport. Sept. 18. Lester Lufkin
vice president, Edward L. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Libby and son Bur
Deer Isle, Sept. 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
treasurer, E. B. MacAllister clerk, and of Rockport and Ada Creamer of
ton were guests Wednesday of Mr.
Martin V. Greene, a son.
Cushing.
Fred M. Eugley general manager.
Deer Isle. Sept. 10. to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. U. G. Pease at Hope.
Rockland. Sept. 26. Wellington G.
Rockland . sky-gazers were watch
Mr. and Mrs. C. Leland of Camden
John S. Annis. twin daughters.
Singhl and Lucilla A. Dunton.
ing a comet.
were callers at the home of Mr. and
Deer
Isle.
Sept.
9.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rockland, Aug. 15. Alton E. Kidder
Carl Moran and David Buffum were
Mrs. Donald E. Perry Sunday after
John G Scott, a daughter.
elected assistant manager and treas of Winslow and Miss Blanche Rich
Friendship, Sept. 9, to Mr. and noon.
urer. respectively, of the High School ardson of Pittsfield.
School began here a week ago Mon
Rockland, Sept. 26, Clifford Car- Mrs. Melvin Wallace, a son.
Athletic Association.
Deer Isle, Sept. 8. to Mr. and Mrs. day. with Miss Ruth Arrington as
roll
of
Auburn
and
Helen
L.
Cross
of
Work on the Sea street improve
teacher.
Emery J. Powers, a son.
Rockland.
ment had begun.
Mrs. Clara Hall and sister Miss
Deer Isle, Sept. 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland, Sept. 23. Wilder G. Fitch
George I. Whitten had the contract
I Susie Wiley of Charlestown. MassWilliam Shepard, a son.
for moving the Grand Army building and Jennie G. Flagg.
Deer Isle. Sept. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. called Monday night on Mrs. A. I.
Stockton Springs. Sept. 23, Andrew
so as to make more room for the
Perry.
Asa C. Eaton, a daughter.
D.
Berry
and
Jennie
E.
Hawes.
proposed soldiers' monument.
Miss Susie Wiley and Frank Cross,
Deer
Isle.
Sept.
5,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Camden. Sept. 25, Andrew V. El
Reuben Murphy was removed to
both of Charlestown, have been guests
George H. Pickering, a daughter.
more of Greenfield, Mass., and Mrs.
Stonington, Sept. 3, to Mr. and Mrs. of Mrs. Hall the past three weeks.
Vinalhaven & Rockland Ruth A. Ordway of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Humphrey of
Guisippi Grava, a daughter.
Camden, Sept. 23, Charles Swan of
Rockland
were dinner guests Sunday
Rockland,
Sept.
14,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Steamboat Co.
Camden and Miss Mary McKay of
of
E.
,O.
Ludwig
and family.
Albert
C.
McIntosh,
a
daughter.
CHANGE OF TIME
St. George.
Miss
Bernice
Ludwig who is at
Freindship,
Sept.
21,
to
Mr.
and
Effective September 16, 1936
Thomaston, Sept. 25, Harry Field of
tending Gorham Normal School, spent
Mrs.
Orrin
Burns,
a
daughter.
Subject To Change Without Notice
England and Miss Ella Snowman of
Dally Except Sunday
Stickney Corner, Sept. 19, to Mr. the weekend at the home of her par
Rockland.
VINALHAVEN LINE
and
Mrs. Warren C. Boynton, a ents. She had as guest over the
STEAMER:
Vinalhaven, Sept. 28. Robert Dyack
weekend Miss Frances Dodge of
leaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A. M., ar of Quincy. Mass., and Mrs. Lizzie daughter—Eveline L.
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return
Camden.
Spruce
Head,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.45 P. M , ar Davidson.
Mrs. Clara Hall had as guests at a
riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
C. Dennison, a son—Wilbur Austin.
Vinalhaven, Sept. 28, Manford L.
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
picnic dinner at her home Saturday
Pleasant
Point,
Sept.
15,
to
Mr.
Mills and Geneva E. Arey.
STEAMER:
Miss Susie Wiley and Frank Cross of
and Mrs. Walter A. Young, a son.
Leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M.,
These births were recorded:
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due
Rockland. Sept. 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlestown, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Stonington, Aug. 10, to Mr. and
at Rockland about 8.45 A. M. Return
Charles Cleveland of Camden. Leland
Wilbur S. Cross, a son.
ing. leaves Rockland at 2.15 P. M., North Mrs. William Martin, a daughter.
Haven 3.30, Stonington 4.45; due at
South Thomaston, Sept. 28. to Mr. Mamn of Mansett, and Mr. and Mrs.
Swan's Island about 6.00 P. M.
Little Deer Isle, Aug. 5, to Mr. and
and Mrs. Elmer I. Dyer, a daughter. David Mann of Ash Point.
113-tf Mrs. George C. Haskell, a son.
Mrs. A. I. Perry spent two days last
Charles B. Watts died at his home
Stonington, July 30, to Mr. and in Warren.
week with her daughter, Mrs. R. L.
MODERN WOMEN Mrs.
Harold J. Stinson, a son.
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
Martha A., wife of Capt. Edwin T. Coose, in Searsmont.
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Deer Isle, July 22, to Mr. and Mrs. Amesbury, died in Rockport, aged 74.
Miss Bernice Ludwig returned to
Chi-chee-tera Diamond Urnnd Pills are effective,
—l.flKta and
and sive
ai.-n QUICK
Ol IICV RELIEF.
DCI ICE Sold
O..U U..
A.
reliable
bv>4(k
Fred J. Smith, a son.
A. C. Strout of Thomaston was Gorham Normal School Sunday aft
all druggists lorover 45 years. Ask
Union, Aug. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. elected recording secretary of the ernoon. She motored over with
CHICHESTERS PILLS
Harry F. Counce, a son—Roger Chap First Maine Cavalry Association.
her two brothers, Arthur and Earl,
-JMI BIAMOMD
BBAMD”
man.
A captain's dory race took place at and Mrs. Clara Hall,

W

Bureaucrats Are
Still in Clover
Federal Payrolls Growing
Although “Emergency”
Slackens.
The number of employees In
"emergency” agencies and other
bureaus continue to show large in
creases in spite of assurances by
the New Deal that the country is
coming out of the depression. The
addition of thousands of men and
women to the Federal payrolls in
recent months has turned general
attention to the dangers in bu
reaucracy. Bureaucracy, of course,
is government by bureaus rather
than by the American system of
government by three branches, the
Legislative, Executive and Judicial.
Thomas Jefferson expressed his
opinion of bureaucacy as follows:
"I am for a government vigorous
ly frugal and simple—applying all
the savings of the public revenue
to the discharge of the national
debt, and not for the multiplication
of officers and salaries and merely
to make partisans."
Mr. Roosevelt in his 1932 cam
paign speeches seemed to be of
similar mind. He said that "for
three long years” he had been
preaching that government costs
too much. He said that if he were
elected all useless offices and func
tions would be abolished. “Bureaus
and bureaucrats have all been re
tained at the expense of the taxpay
er,” Mr. Roosevelt didared.
Bureaus Are Multiplied.
Bureaus and bureaucrats under
the present Administration have in
creased as never before in the coun
try’s history.
Facts about bureaucracy, as it
flourishes in the fourth year of tie
Roosevelt Administration, are here
taken from the official New Deal
records.
There were 260,772 more civil em
ployees in the executive branch of
the government at the end of the
fiscal year, June 30, 1936, than at
the beginning of the Roosevelt Ad
ministration.
There was an increase of 72,027
in the employees of the ten Cabinet
Departments.
New agencies of a permanent
character created by the New Deal
employed a total of 47,754.
Employees of emergency agen
cies and those operating under the
works program, including special
personnel assigned to regular de
partments and boards, totalled 144,499.
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is your chance to buy

(genuine, Socially Correct

Engraved Stationery
AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN HISTORY!
Genuine engraving is the socially correct thing for business
stationery—the dignified, impressive medium for business
or professional use. Now—at these amazingly low prices—
there is no need to be satisfied with imitation engraving or
commonplace printing. ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERTISE
MENT INCLUDE THE COST OF ENGRAVING THE PLATE.

Super ^Values in

VISITING CARDS

ENGRAVED
BUSINESS

100 paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30 styles of engraving, PLATE INCLUDED, only.................................. $1.65

STATIONERY

SOCIAL STATIONERY

Now—forth, lint time—.ngraved
stationery lor business or prolessional use may be had at the
price oi ordinary imitations. Take

advantage ol these outstanding

▼ aiuei:

included_____________$7-95

500 Hammermin Bond i.it.rh.ads

so Zl°2Z?men'ts,7.9nS

included.

only----------------------------- $8.85
SPEC1AL COMBINATION offer

500

engraved

business

WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS

OR INVITATIONS

500 Business Cards, plat.

veiopes and plate

Special styles for men and women. A choice of lovely
colors, monograms and styles of engraving. PLATE INCLUDED__________________________ $2.25, $3.95 and up.

cards.

500 Hammermill Bond letterheads.

On white or ivory stock—wedding or plate finish. Inside
and outside envelopes and PLATE INCLUDED............$8.95
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sympathy cards, birth announcements, at home cards,
reception cards—all available in a socially correct selec;i°n of engraving styles, sizes and shapes at correspondingly low prices. Come in ana see our display ot samples.

Till? ^/^IIDII?D

00 Xr,:^nd,y8tI

VINALHAVEN

Ht

A 71? TTP I?

lUUKltK GAZt 111

ISLESFORD

NORTH HAVEN

Schools are again in session. Miss | Several from here attended Knox
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ames. Mr. and
: Mrs. Edward Greenleaf and Mr. and' Barbara Rice of Cranberry Isles, County Fair Wednesday.
Judson Dyer and Elston Beverage
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw attended the teaching the Grammar School, and
Miss Geneva Spurllng of Islesford the left Thursday for Plainfield. N J.
[ Union Fair this week.
where they have employment for the
Primary' School.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Winslow re- j
winter.
] turned Wednesday from Rockland. I Mrs. Charles S. Jarvis has entered
Ira Whitmore was in Rockland
Paine's Private Hospital In Ban
Mrs. Elisha Brown and daughter
Thursday.
gor for observation.
i Hester recently visited in Rockland.
Thursday saw one of the highest
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Dobbins, are oc tides for a long time.
Miss Anna Coughlin of Rockland is
cupying the camp of C S. Jarvis.
Dr. L. M. Richardson was in town
the guest of Mrs. Sara Donahue.
Mrs. Fred Spurling arrived home Wednesday. He comes again next
Mrs. Etta Noyes and Miss Alice
Satuday from Bangor, where she has week.
Gould of North Haven, who have
been a patient at the Eastern Maine . The head of health work in the
been guests of Mrs. L. R. Smith the
county inquired at the convention
General Hospital.
past few days, returned home Friday
Tuesday If any teachers were present
Miss Pauline Stanley has returned from North Haven? It was reported
Andrew Wiegand recently enter-1
from Portsmouth, N H. where she! that North Haven scholars ln the
tained the following guests at a Ger
has been the guest of her sister Mrs. grades have the best health record of
man-French dinner party: Mr. and
Milton Seavey.
p.ny school ln Knox County. Dental
Mrs. Robert Arey, Mr. and Mrs
Allston Roberts. Mr. and Mrs. Lang- ' Mrs. Mildred Jarvis is employed at clinics for the past ten years account
the home of Andrew Stanley.
for this good health together with the
try Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bryant, Hillis j care of Dr. Daniel Woodman.
Cost Is Heavy.
Mrs. Aura Roberts and Mrs. Emma
Mr. and Mrs Jesse Ames left by
and Barbara Bryant, left Saturday
There are in operation twentyMills who have spent several weeks
four new agencies of a permanent
to attend the Bryant-Kimball re plane Tuesday for Boston.
character and about a dozen emer ! in town, left Wednesday for Wollas- union at Searsmont. They will also
• • • •
i
gency and works program agencies. : ton, Mass.
attend Union Fair.
Church
Notes
There are, in addition, thirtyMrs. O. V. Drew entertained the
Miss Phyllis White, has returned to
five regular departments and agenSunday service at 11 with sermon
her home in Jonesboro after having' by the pastor. At 10 our Sunday
' cies which existed prior to the Non Eaters Thursday.
Roosevelt Administration.
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Shields have employment here all summer. Miss! School starts its year's record. Let
An increase of $50,000,000 in the moved to Mrs. Aura Roberts' apart White will go to Jonesport where she
each one be present and encourage
monthly payroll of the civil employ
has work.
others to come. Announcement of
ees in the executive branch is shown ment.
Frank
Coffin
of
the
U
S.C.G.
has
Rally
Sunday will soon be made.
The
regular
meeting
of
the
Ladies
over the 1933 payroll. This is at
the rate of $600,000,000 increase a of the G A R. was held Thursday at moved his family to the tenement Evening service at 7.30. Social sing
year, in addition to expense allow the G.A R. rooms, preceded by a sup- formerly occupied by Payson Tucker. and brief address by the pastor.
ances.
Gilbert Whitney, of the US.CG.
per.
The number of civil officers and
ls
spending a five-day leave with his
ROCKVILLE
Miss
Barbara
Brown
Is
home
from
employees in the executive branch
family in Jonesboro Mrs. Whitney
of the Federal government, on June North Haven.
Charles Perry and son Bobby of
30, 1936, was 824,259. This was an
Regular meeting of De Valois will return with him.
increase of 260,772, or about 46 per
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Stanley left North Conway. N. H„ spent the week
Commandery was held Wednesday
cent, from the total on February 28,
Saturday for their home in Hartford. end with his sister. Mrs. Annie Web
night at Masonic hall.
1933, of 563,487,
ber in Rockland. They were dinner
While there has been much talk | Mrs. Andrew Cassie was hostess to Conn.
of returning to the merit system in the Neighborhood Club Wednesday
William F. Spurling is home from guests Sunday of his brother Ern
hiring Federal employees, the Civil evening.
Marblehead Mass., where he spent est Perry, leaving for home that aft
ernoon.
Service law still is being ignored in
Henry Newbert returned Thursday the summer.
most instances. The thousands of
Mr. and Mrs. N. I. Edminster of
Miss Elizabeth Dwelley is visiting
newly-employed in the various bu from Union Fair.
Bangor were guests of Mr. and Mrs
reaus are selected on the basis of
Maynard Greene attended the friends in Gloucester and Somerville, Dana A. Sherer from Tuesday to
their political connections, rather
Mass.
I
Union
Fair.
Thursday, timing their visit to take
than on their fitness for the jobs.
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Carter of in Union Fair.
Mrs. May land Ames arrived Thurs
But the rearing of a huge spoils
Provincetown, Mass., were recent
There was no school Tuesday be
system, while repugnant to Ameri day from Whitinsville, Mass.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alvah cause of the Teachers’ Convention in
can concepts, is only one of the
Arthlur Arey and Eugene Loud re
Bunker.
evils of bureaucracy. The cost to
Rockland.
turned Thursday from Union where
taxpayers is enormous at a time
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gray (Vivian
After a few days at her home Mrs.
they
attended
the
fair.
when other burdens are draining
Rosebrooki are occupying the Moore Fannie Brewster is again with Mrs.
the people's resources.
Quite a crew of men are working at
Bungalow.
A. H Flood at Holiday Beach.
the Peter Williams quarry.
Mrs. Alice Arey has returned from
Collection of Gas Tax
Rockland.
Up $57,000,000 in ’35
Mr. and Mrs. Aurelius Calderwood
State and federal gasoline taxes
reached an all time high of $789,- returned Thursday from Union,
114,152 last year, according to of where they attended the fair.
ficial figures obtained by the Amer
Miss Elizabeth Ross has returned
ican Petroleum Industries Commit
tee. This is approximately $54,000,- from a two weeks' vacation in Bos
000 more than was collected during ton.
the previous year.
Of the total, $616,851,671 was paid
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal
ln state gasoline taxes, while the
haven
office from the arrival of the
balance of $172,262,481 went into the
federal treasury as a result of the ! boat Monday. Oct. 5 until its de
parture Thursday. Oct. 8—adv.
lc per gallon gasoline tax.
While gasoline taxes are posted
at filling stations they are hidden
SOUTH WALDOBORO
taxes in the respect that car-own
ers fail to realize the enormous
totals being collected by State and
The cemetery association met at
Federal governments. The car own the Baptist Church Wednesday night.
You will enjoy a wonderful holiday with every comfort and ideal
er pays forty cents in taxes for
facilities for outdoor sport and pastimes
each dollar he spends for gasoline. The same board of officers will serve
He pays six cents on every pack the coming year.
POLAND SPRING HOUSE
MANSION HOUSE
age of cigarettes. More than half
Mrs. Cora Taylor returned Satur
Open until October 5th.
Open until November 2d
of the Federal tax collections were day after visiting her sister who is
Private Golf Course—18 Holes
hidden in prices of goods last year.
First Tee and Eighteenth Green directly in front of hotel.
Government waste and spending seriously ill in Camden.
Swimming, Fishing, Upland Shooting, Partridge and Woodcock,
G. Hamlin Scofield has been at the
are responsible.
Tennis, Saddle Horses, Canoeing, Orchestra
State Street Hospital Portland for
Concerts twice daily. Dancing.
HOME OF POLAND WATER
treatment.
Prices and Happiness.
A national advertiser has been us
Alvin French and Miss Flora Ham
ing the following slogans: "Watch lin of Rockland spent the weekend
Costs!” "Low Costs Mean Greater
Savings!”, "Low Costs Mean Great with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rogers.
and
er Pleasure!” That business organ Other visitors at the (Rogers home
ization apparently hasn't heard of were Ira Penniman of Medford. Mass.
the New Deal theory that high Raymond Chubbuck and son, and Miss
I Dry and Golden)
prices to the consumer make for Louise Kelley of Dorchester, Mass.
the abundant life.
Mr. and Mrs. King of Rochester.
MADE FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS
N. Y., have been staying at the home
of Andrew Curry while Mrs. King was
recovering from an auto accident sus
Assuring Quality Beyond Comparison
tained 10 days ago.
Mrs. Grace Bovenaman has been
HIRAM RICKER & SONS, Inc.
on a weeks' motor trip to Quincy and
SOUTH POLAND, ME.
Somerville, Mass., where she visited
101*115 Ginger Ale
Natural

POLAND SPRING, MAINE

Poland Club Soda

Poland Spring Ginger Ale
POLAND WATER

relatives and friends.

Every-Other-Day
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Landon Pledges
Farm Security
Wants Economy of Plenty,
Not Scarcity; Promises

Drouth Aid.

Mass. Also drove along the new
shore road to Cape Race Coast Guard
Station. We climbed the Pilgrim
Memorial Tower in Provincetown and
the view is one to be long remem
bered. Saw Long Point Light and
Wood End. where Keeper Douglas
H. Shepherd of 'Big Brother Club”
radio fame is stationed. The sand
dunes and small pine trees are wild
and beautiful.
In Chatham we called on Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Carew. Mr. Carew.
Perkins Island
formerly of Winterport, was retired
Greetings to all along the coast. last spring from Annisquam Light.
Old man fog surely did his duty this due to ill health. Regretted not seepast week. Three days of it. then a ' ing Joseph Lincoln's home in Chatgale of wind. But a beautiful sun- ham but got a fine postcard view
set Wednesday night.
of it.
We stopped for lunch at the HowMrs. Keene has returned to her
I
ard
Johnson's restaurants of radio
home, after spending the summer in
different parts of the State.
I fame and 11 crowds Prove an>'thing
1 they are indeed popular.
We are very grateful to George G.
We uked Cape
immenselyi wr
Teague, who sent us the beautiful j favorlte places
Plymouth and
views of Warren.
I Hyannis. Falmouth Heights is a

“I edged back against the night.
The sea growled assault on the wavebitten shore.
And the breakers like young and Impa
tient hounds
Sprang with rough Joy on the shrinking
sand.
Sprang—but were drawn back slowly
With a long relentless pull.
Whimpering Into the dark.
Then I saw who held them captive.
And I saw how they were bound
With a broad and quivering leash of
light.
Held by the moon.
As. calm and unsmiling.
She walked the deep fields of the sky."
—Jean Starr Untermeyer

Mrs. Powers spent Sunday in Port I beautiful summer resort.
land . where she dined with her I We brought home some of the facousin, Col. Hoodley, who. after a mous Beach Plum Jelly and anything
service of 32 years, has retired from good as that gets gobbled up quick the Marines.
! ly. It was one grand trip and we
Plenty of traffic up and down the hope to repeat it sometime in the
river, regardless of the weather.
j not t,0° distant future.
Now everyone is busy getting ready
Winter will soon be with us again,
! for winter, canning and harvesting
and Editor Fuller will go South. He
their garden fruits and vegetables
doesn't forget the lightkeepers, with
And in our well filled cellar may be
his nice cards from Florida.
found several jars of the luscious HiHope all our friends along the coast ■ land cranberries which were grown
are well. Best wishes.
on Moose Peak and the first we
• * • •
have had for years.
Mt. Desert Rock
SS. Malang arrived today to load
Second Assistant Wallace and fam- paper in Bucksport for New York
ily went to Jonesport Sept. 5. for 20 Several large shipments of potatoes
days' leave. Their son Myron will will be made from Bucksport next
remain ashore to enter school.
j month.
Mrs Merrill Frost, of Beal's is the
A carg0 of coal was discharged last
guest of her husband at this station, 1 aee*c at ibe new coal company's dock
Miss Fla villa Lambe has returned i 'n ^tidy Point.
We visited the Old Indian Church
to Red Beach to take up her studies
at Calais Academy, after spending and burying ground in Mashpee.
, Mass. The church was built in 1681
her vacation at this station.
1 by Richard Bourne, and is the oldest
Mrs Everett Quinn has returhed
‘ church on Cape Cod. It is still used
after spending two weeks in Red
j for public worship Sunday afternoons
Beach.
! during summer months and open at
The Tender Hibiscus arrived here j an tjmes
Sept. 22 to land coal, and Sept. 23
the Ilex landed new fog signals, and'
Portland Head
compressors.
They brought two j
workmen. Mr. Webster and Mr.
Mrs R T. Sterling entertained as
Wagner.
guests Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Sterling. Peak's Island and Farmington.
Cape Elizabeth
Mr. Sampson and Hr. Thomas
The N.E. gale of Sept. 18 and 19
attracted hundreds of cars to the ’'ailed at the station Tuesday
cape. The seas were running high ■ Mrs. R. T. Sterling and son RobSaturday but by night the N.W. wind ert attended Theatre in Portland
had calmed them down.
Wednesday night.
Sunday the station was visited by a
Good Timers resumed their meetgreat many tourists. Mr. and Mrs. I mgs Wednesday when Mrs. W C
Frank Griffin of Portsmouth, our Dow, Stevens avenue, Portland, enterformer friends of Lubec, were wel- tained for the day. All the member,
come callers in the evening. They were present and they kept busy
were accompanied by Mrs. Griffin’s making up for the month of August
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Frank and vacation days. Needles were
clicked swiftly but it seems tongues
Griffin of Portland.
Through these columns I want to win first place.
A party of 14 enjoyed an evening
thank Miss Leah Ramsdell of Rock
land for her thoughtfulness in send last week at the home of Mrs. F. O.
ing the literature and fine views of | Hilt. Speaking of parties, when
interesting places taken on her trip i Keeper Myers, Ram Island Ledge
Light, recently called he told about
to Europe. I certainly appreciated
entertaining a party of 14 at his
getting them and they helped to
. station and serving a fish dinner to
pleasantly pass a long watch.
I the guests seating four at the tab'e
Earle McGlaughlin has been trans
at a time. Visitors at hls station for
ferred to West Quoddy coast guard
j the season numbered 35 and we feel
station. The house he vacated has
sure two more should be added to
been taken by Mr. Randall.
that number since Capt. Myers was
Joe Beal and family have moved
here.
into one of Verner Reynolds’ houses.1
Bear Island Light
The world of waters Is
Tender Hibiscus landed coal at our our home pnd merry men
are we. —Allan Cunning
station and inspcctioi was made by 1 ham
Captain Ingalls.
The cable boat has been with tile 1
coast guard boys to look over the
telephone lines and put them in
COWS TO BE TAGGED
good condition for the winter.
winter
We hope Keeper Cheney will like Four Thousand Milkers Will Be
his new station—Great Duck Island.
Identified By Their Ears
We have been at Bear Island Light
two weeks and we like it very much.
The private lives of 4000 Maine
Well Kip. thanks for bringing my cows will become matters of public
dog in and I hope you enjoy your! record within the next 30 days.
leave.
A new hole will be punched in the
Tell your Dad Captain Leland left ear of each cow and a shiny new
Mann to be sure and come down and license tag inserted, establishing
see us when he is able.
“bossy's'' future identification.
■ V ■ •

Stockton Springs
Back on the pob after two weeks'
vacation, the first part of which was
spent seeing Boston and the Cape.
Going West over night stops were
made in Danvers. Boston. Provincetown and Hyannis, returning stopped
in Peabody. Portland, Bangor and
Calais via Airline road. The last few
days were spent visiting relatives and
friends in Harrington. Chcrryficld
and Searsport.
Lights visited were Newcastle. N. H.
Annisquam, Hiland Light, some times
called Cape Cod Light and Chatham

The new record-keeping system,
sponsored by State and Federal agen
cies, will make available to Maine
dairymen the results of past and fu
ture cow testing and breeding of the
4000.
The voluntary system is open only
to Herd Improvement Association
members.
The cows will be tagged by a tester
and the numbers inserted in their
cars become their identification tag
for the future. The tag method of
identification is expected to elimi
nate confusion in miik test reports
and the sale of cows.

DES MOINES, Iowa.—“I
believe the American fanner
should be a lord on his own
farm,” Gov. Alf M. Landon of
Kansas told a capacity crowd
at the State Fair grounds here,
in a speech that was a com
plete assertion of his belief in
the economics of plenty, as op
posed to the Roosevelt admin
istration’s economics of scarcity.
Gov. Landon's solution of what he
termed a “national problem" and
not simply a "farm problem" was
founded directly upon the Republican party's platform. He pledged
himself to support of the family type
farm and to cash benefit payments
limited to the production level of
such a farm, to give agriculture an
equal footing with industries protected
the tariff.
He promised
to takeby care
ef farmers
hit by
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drouth.
He committed himself to the ful
fillment of all contracts made with
farmers by the present administra
tion. He promised to call upon the
statesmen of both parties to work
with agricultural leaders in the
preparation of new legislation, if
lie is eiecieti. And ireing i*yona
the bounds of the platform, he ad
vocated the fullest possible devel
opment of crop insurance.
Pledges Benefit Payments.
“If I am elected,” Gov. Landon
promised, "I shall fulfill all out
standing obligations made by the
present administration with the
American farmer. By this I mean
that those who have carried out
their end of the bargain will re
ceive the checks due them.
"Those of our farmers hard hit
by the drouth will be generously
provided for until they can raise a
crop. This means the continuation
of relief checks!”
Farmers producing a normally
exportable surplus of such staple
products as hogs, wheat, cotton and
tobacco are handicapped by tariff
protections which are effective only
when there is a shortage. Gov. Lan
don said.
Would Offset Foreign Competition.
"The Republican party,” declared
Gov. Landon, “proposes to offset
these disadvantages by the pay
ment of cash benefits. These cash
benefits will be limited to the pro
duction level of the family type
farm.
"As part of the plan for removing
the depression effect of surpluses I
shall propose an amendment to the
federal warehousing act so that re
serves of feed, such as corn, can
be carried on the farm.
"Under this amendment the farm
er who stores his grain on the farm.
in such a way as to make it insurable, will be entitled to a federal
warehouse receipt. He will then be
eligible to borrow from any bank
ing agency. He will enjoy the same
credit facilities as are available to
the owners of grain stored in termi
nal markets. The grain would be
stored on the farm, ready for use
or sale at any time the farmer
cares to take up the loan.”
Here Gov. Landon declared that
he could not agree with a policy
like that of the AAA, which attempts
permanent control of American agriculture from Washington.
He charged that the administra
tion, after four years, was still
without a workable plan for agricul
ture. "It’s right back where it
started from!” he said. "Soil con
servation-real conservation—is a
subject close to my heart."
Gov. Landon reminded his listen
ers that tw’O years ago he had sug
gested to the Roosevelt administra
tion a comprehensive program of
joint federal and state action, but
that it had not been adopted.
He said the country’s 34 bil
lion dollar debt under Presi
dent Roosevelt "can be paid only
by taxation if this is to remain an
honest government. Taxes add to
the cost of everything and the farm
er is so situated that he cannot
escape their penalty. Further, the
taxes reduce the ability of the con
sumer to buy the products of the
farm. The Republican party pro
poses to put an end to the present
waste and extravagance.”

Insurance Congress Fears
Roosevelt Financial Policy
NEW YORK.—Alarmed by the fi
nancial policies of the Roosevelt
administration which "seriously im
pair income necessary for the se
curity of life insurance reserves”
the National Fraternal Congress of
America recently went on record
as opposed to these policies.
Representing five million holders
of fraternal insurance policies in
America valued at five billion dol
lars, the congress passed the reso
lution without a dissenting vote:
"Unless the administration’s poli
cies are changed or stopped, the
millions of policyholders in this
country will suffer irreparable in
jury.”
1936 Election Slogan
"Look at Spain and vote like
Maine.”
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NISTON. 176 Main St. Tel 874-W 119-tf
this meeting at the "Copper Kettle"
MARY’ I INGRAHAM, late of Camden °f Admr.) filed for allowance by George ! on customers; fully equipped kit
given,
absolutely
free,
for
a
limited
deceased Alan L Bird of Rockland was Haatlkalnen. Admr
LIGHT housekeeping rooms to let.
time only; write for booklet.
at one o'clock.
appointed Admr d bn Aug 18. 1936.!
ESTATE OLIVIA B JAMES late of
furnished and heated. Tel. 733-M. 34
Mrs. I .era Littlefield, of Ann Ar and qualified by filing bond Sept. 15. j Milton. Mass deceased First and final
HUB ACADEMY
Fulton St._______________________ 119*124
Of Hair and Beauty Culture
j account filed for allowance by Arthur
bor, !• eh. who has been at her sum 1936
161 Massachusetts Avenue. Boston
FURNISHED apartment to let for the
ROY H GOULD, late of Union de- ’ D Hill. Richard H Wlswell. and Adams
Approved by State of Maine
winter. Inquire MRS C. F SIMMONS.
mer 11 -ne at Stones Point. Cushing, ceased Herbert L. Grinnell of Union ' Sherman Hill, all of Boston. Mass Exrs
21
Talbot Ave . Tel. 8-R
119-121
ESTATE FRANK EDWARD JOHNSON
the past season, is a patient at Knox was appointed Admr Aug 18. 1936, and
qualified by filing bond Sept 12. 1936 1 late of Norwich. Conn, deceased First;SEVEN-room house with bath and
Hospital, having had the misfortune
ELIZABETH ROGERS late of Owls and f|nal account filed for allowance by 1
garage to let. 55 Grace St Apply DAN
MUNRO 8 Park St., or Tel 8251 119-121
to break her arm last Saturday while Head deceased Myra Rogers Scammon ' Thc Hartford-Connecticut Trust Com- •
of Owls Head was appointed Exx Sept. Pan5'. Exr
making preparations to close her 15. 1936. and qualified by filing bond
FURNISHED apartment at 80 Pleasant
ESTATE BLANCHE B STEWARD lat„
street to let Adults only. 23 Amesbury
Sept. 17. 1936
of Rockport, deceased. First and final
home here.
street,
Tel 958-J._________________ 118*120
JOB W. INGRAHAM, late of Camden. ! 5Lcc2.unt filed for allowance by Gilford
Mrs. Arthur Wheelwright of West- deceased Priscilla H Lamb. Maud H ! B Butler. Admr
SUNNY front heated room, best locawood. and Mrs. Elliot Cutler and Mrs. Felton and Charlotte H Ingraham, all ' ESTATE JOSEPHINE P WALKER late
j tion. kitch'u privileges If deshed. Tel.
of Camden were appointed Admlnls- of Thomaston. docca<"d Sc-ond and
853-2
118*120
Daniel Kennedy, of Brookline. Mass, tratrlces July 21. 1936. and qualified by , final account filed forallowance bv
ffiling
11 Inc bond
hnnrl Ronfpmhpr
94 .109/?
I
Wfilsh Exr
1
September 24.
1936
NEWLY
decorated
apt.
to
let.
four
arrived Thursday for a few days’
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W
Attest:
E3TATE GEORGE S ROBINSON, minor
visit with Miss Ruth Blodgett.
__________________________________
118-tf
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
of Warren Petition for Llcene to Sell
i certain Real Estate, situated In Warren.
ROOM to let with hot water heat. $4
Stephen Lavendar left Thursday
week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park 8t
117-tf
I and fully described ln said Petition
for Washington, D. C„ after a brief
presented by Jeannette H Robinson of
Legal Notice
WELL furnished room to let in private
Warren,
Gdn.
visit with his parents, Dr and Mrs.
I family. Call at 124 Union St.,
117-119
ESTATE GERTRUDE FLORENCE PETNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Allyne W Petabody.
; PART of double tenement to let. six
i TEE. late of Rockland, deceased Petirooms, all modern lnprovements Call
WHEREAS John J. Jacobson and Aina tion for License to Sell certain Real
Mrs. Leila W. Smalley was hostess
after 5 p m . at 47A Granite St. 117*119
S Jarvl both of Ashby. Massachusetts. Estate, situated In Rockland and fully
to members of the Little Garden by their mortgage deed dated September : described ln said Petition presented bv
I ONE furnished room to let. pleasant
1929. and recorded ln Knox Regis- | Alan L. Bird of Rockland. Admr.
and in good location. Adults only. 12
Club Friday night, her guests being 11th.
try of Deeds. Book 221. Page 346. con
State St . after 3:30 p. m._________ 117*119
ESTATE JAMES M WHITNEY, late of
Mrs. Marriet Whitney. Mrs. Donald veyed to Laurl P Miettlnen of Harrison, Rockport,
deceased.
Petition
for
AllowTHREE room apartment to let. all
ln the County of Cumberland and State
Whitney and Mrs. Allyne Peabbdy. of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land, ance presented by Elsie M Whitney of
modern; also all modern two room
Rockport. Widow
apartment.
Adults only. Call from 10:30
with
the
buildings
thereon,
situated
In
Services at the Baptist Church
' to 12 or 4 to 7 o'clock MINNIE MILES.
PEnTION for CHANGE OF NAME,
South Thomaston. Maine, and bounded
31 Ocean St
117-119
"“king that the name of Walter Willie
Sunday will be, as follows: Bible and described as follows, to wit
. BEGINNING at the shore of Georges Moon of South Thomaston be changed
FIVE-room tenement to let upstairs;
School at 9.45 o'clock; morning wor River
to
Walter
Willie
Black
Presented
by
on the Eastern side thereof by
flush toilet, lights and cellar. $12. water
ship at 11 o'clock, when the pastor land of Elijah Hall: thence running on Oladys M Black of South Thomaston,
paid HERBERT BARTER. Tel. 611-W or
said Hall's land E S E 460 rods to stake i
1017-J____________________________ 116-tf
will use for his theme. "The Only and stones; thence S.S.W. to land forESTATE HENRIETTA B DUFFY late
' PARK Street Grill to let. completely
Two Things in the World That merly of Simon Thompson, twenty-five | of Wrentham Mass . deceased First and
furnished. $8 a week. V. F. STUDLEY.
and one-half (25’i) rods; thence N N W ; Final account filed for allowance by
T>1. 1154 or 330
115-tf
Caused Christ to Marvel;'' evening by said Thompson's land to stake and Walter E. Duffy, of Wrentham Mass’
thence SS W to a spring: thence Exr.
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
service at 7 o'clock. Edward B. stones;
W N W to the town road; thence W N W
modern, at 48 Grace St Tel. 133.
114-tf
THOMAS SIMPSON, late of
to the shore of Georges River, being ofESTATE
Newcombe will be the soloist.
Warren, deceased Petition for Con
1 FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
twenty-five (25) rods ln width and con firmation
of
Trustee,
n’
tlng
that
Annie
2 rooms and bath; also unheated apart
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred P. Chapman taining seventy-four <741 acres, more or.
E Watts of Warren. Ijconfirmed as
ment. FOSS HOUSE. Park streot. Tel
and his brother. John D. Chapman, less. Excepting a certain lot conveyed Trustee of the estate g'> -n In Trust for
3?0________________________________ 114-tf
to Elijah Hall by Joseph Coombs Jr., the benefit of Cora E Simpson, preof Rockland, have returned from a by deed dated Sept 14th. 1811, and re sented by said Annie E Watts.
' APARTMENT tc let at corner of
j Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable
In the Lincoln Registry of Deeds,
motor trip to Providence. R. I. corded
AND UP
ESTATE GUY CAR ETON, late of
Book 75. Page 121
MRS LEOLA ROSE, 100 Union St 118-tf
Darien Conn, and New York city.
See deed of Matl Matson to Laurl P Rockport, deceased Six.h and final ac
j THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
Your Old Range Taken In
count of Security T;ust Company.
Miettlnen
dated
Sept.
18th.
1912.
and
I hire at anytime for sailing or fishing,
They Vere accompanied to Darien by recorded in Knox County Registry of Trustee, filed for allowance by Ensign !
Exchange
call FLYE S OARAGE____________ 118-tf
Otis. Receiver.
their mother. Mrs. Mary Chapman, Deeds. Book 164, Page 399
Atlantic Ranges are available in
SMALL apartment
nowavallnble.
Also see deed of Laurl
Miettlnen
to , ESTATE MARTHA ANNETTE GOOD_______P ____
___ _ „
who remained to care for Mrs. Fannie John J. Jacobson, et al.. dated Sept 11th. I WIN late of Camden, deceased First
MRS. A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Tel
Black and All Enamel Finishes
1
576.
___________
72-tf
and final account filed lor allowance bv
Edgerton, who will soon return to 1929
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
AND WHEREAS said Laurl P Mlettln- Alexandra
AlMarie
»»—■- Johnson.
»-■------- ---' FOUR-room apartment to let. all
Exx
New, York for the winter.
en by hls deed of assignment, dated
' modern Apply nt CAMDEN & ROCK
ESTATE ANGUS A MCDONALD, late
August 3rd. 1934. and recorded ln Knox of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for
LAND WATER CO.. Tel. 634
118-tf
While driving to Rockland shortly Registry
of Deeds. Book 173. Page 600 Administration, asking that Arthur E
assigned
to
John
Anderson
and
Gilford
after noon Thursday, Everett E
McDonald of Thomaston, or some other
B Butler both of South Thomaston, suitable person, bo appointed Admr
Chapman, 78, and Miss Gertrude Maine,
the said mortgage and note and with bond.
Dobson, both of Nobleboro. were in debt thereby secured, and all right, title
TEL. 980
MARTIN E WEBBER, late of Thom
and Interest In same.
a head-on-collision near the Creek
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
AND WHETtEAS the condition of said aston. deceased Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
has been broken,
47-tl
with the car driven by Ralph E mortgage
NOW. THEREFORE, by reason of the may be proved and allowed and that
IF YOU like to draw, .sketch or paint
Staples, 37, 4 Willow street, who was breach of the condition thereof, we the Letters Testamentary Issue to Maude L
—write for talent test (No Fee). Give age
claim a foreclosure of said Webber of Thomaston, she being the
going to Thomaston. All three were undersigned,
Executrix named ln said Will without
and occupation. Write F. care Couriermortgage
Gazette.
118-123
Dated at Rockland. Maine, October 1st bond.
badly cut about the face and bruised,
1936.
ESTATE IVAN E. CUNNINGHAM, late
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
and were treated at the office of Dr.
JOHN ANDERSON.
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
GILFORD B. BUTLER
license to sell certain real estate, situated
Everett W Hodgkins. Mr Chapsolicited. II. c. RHODES Td. 519-J.

REAL ESTATE

who have been visiting Miss Lilia 1 BI.

TO LET

Atlantic
RANGES

M9.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

• MISCELLANEOUS •

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

MAP THE APS
gjfJj.'Az/WjWI

119-5-125 la $ald Rsckland, and fully described m

•

.

.

H8-U

Every-Other-Day
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GRANGE BOOSTER NIGHT

WARREN

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

Pleasant Valley Grange observed its
annual "Booster Night” Wednesday.
The hall was attractively decorated
with autumn leaves, red berries and
cut flowers. The 13 officers marched
to their stations, each carrying the
emblem of his office. The ladies were
Mrs. Albert W. Butler, arrived from
dressed in white. An interesting proEngland, is visiting Miss Marcia W.
j gram consisted of these numbers:
4y GlaJyt St. Clair Heistad
Farwell, while the Arthur B. Richard
March, officers of Grange; opening
son family are locating a winter home
of Bible, assistant stewards, Myron
in New York, whence they will soon
Through the kindness of Mrs. H. to know how many and1 true they re
Young and Ruth Harrington; prayer,
arrive to spend the month of October
H. Stickney of Belmont, Mass., I ally are, are certain that when and
chaplain; salute to flag; welcome,
at their Owls Head cottage. This
master of host grange; greetings from
have a program of the three concerts if she stands on the lawn of her
prominent family, after a long period
National Grange Master. Louis J.
given by the Boston Symphony adored Philipse Manor selling all her
of years spent in England, will be cor.
Taber, by letter, read by lecturer;
Orchestra, Dr. Serge Koussevitzky, worldly goods she will be following
Windy Cottage at Old Harbor. dially welcomed by friends in their
humbly, and completely, the clear
"The
Grange, yesterday, and today,"
conductor,
in
celebration
of
the
309th
former
Rockland
home.
Vinalhaven, has closed for the season.
;Past State Master, Obadiah Gardner;
anniversary of Harvard College, Sept. orders of the spirit which has ani
The owner, Mrs. Bertha MacLeod,
Miss Bernice Dunham who has
I guitar solos, Tommy Curtis; har
16-17-18. Mrs. Stickney's one com mated her whole rich life.”
has returned home after a shortj visit
monica solos, Alice Haskell; reading,
ment is encompassing, “I never ex , Mr. Hall feels that her experience
in this city. Among the guests were been spending a few days here, has
i,Florence Young. Mr. Edgecomb of
returned
to
her
home
at
Deer
Isle.
in
France
with
the
AEF.
did
more
pect
to
hear
such
music
again."
Mrs. Minnie B. MacHenry of West
Augusta, showed moving pictures and
The first was in honor of the dele than any one thing to perfect the
Roxbury, Walter W. Pinel of Quincy
Mrs E^ard peaslee has returned
I
gave a talk on Highway Safety, asgirl's
spiritual
development.
It
was
gates of universities, colleges and
an
iss Anne C. I^ahy of Dor- ]lomei having attended the Maine
Chester
f
*
societies, and the opening number in 1917 that she joined the American Ralph Bellamy and Katherine Locke in “Straight From the Shoulder' at Park i listed by Pat McCabe of the State
' State Regional Convention of the
Theatre, Monday and Tuesday.—adv.
j Highway Police. Mrs. Marguerite
was rather apt, "Academic Festival Expeditionary Forces 'for the dura
,, „
’
Maine Convention of Religious Edu__________________________________________________________________ I Johnson was pianist.
tion
’
.
Away
she
threw
her
$3,500
a
Overture,
Op.
80."
by
Brahms.
The
-n, t
entertained . catlon_ held in Bangor Monday and
Refreshments of popcorn and candy
second concert was in memory of week to do 10 free shows a day for
mercial Street Monday afternoon.
The Tluesday Owls this week.
and in Lewiston Wednesday
ROCKPORT
were
served, and the rafters rang
lonely
homesick
doughboys
in
their
Henry Lee Higginson, and I note with
Members were present from Rock
’ ' and Thursday, it being the 67th conLeo Brault and family, Mr. and
special interest ln the program Suite training areas, making ready for the
Mr. arffi Mrs. John Walker, Mrs. port, Rockland and Camden. Several with enjoyment of music from both
vention year. Others attending from
A membership drive
Mrs. Bert Witham and Miss Louise
No. 2 in B minor, for flute and horrors of modern battle.. No one in Lillian Wedlock and daughter Joan original poems were read by the old and young
this vicinity were Miss Margaret McMcConnell were! registered at the Knlght and Mrs. Fernald of Camden.
strings, by Bach, with Georges Laur history has ever achieved the place of Prince Edward Island, Rev. and members and Mrs. Harriet Levensaler «• °n' and anyone Interested s urged
11 is an or8anization one
Grant Farm at the weekend while on
ent, flute soloist, and Jesus Maria she won in the hearts of fighting Mrs. James Howe of Jacksonville, N. conducted an interesting study of the t0
• • • ■
life
and
works
of
Sarah
Teasdale.
'
may
^
ee
'
proud
t0 ** a part °_' onu
men.
She
was
literally
adored
by
a motor trip to Ripogenus Dam.
B are visitors at the home of Mrs.
Sanroma, harpsichordist. The third
The Woman's Club
Mrs. Stacy Simmons, son Raymond
which
welcomes the family and rep
During
the
supper
hour
Leah
Rams-1
’
thousands.
She
told
her
little
story,
Minnie
Crozier.
concert
had
the
assistance
of
the
The
past
presidents
of
the
Warren
and granddaughter Gladys Jones,
The birthday of Mrs. E. W. Free
Miss Minnie P. Shepherd left Fri dell gave an interesting talk on her resents the home. One of the out
went yesterday to Fitchburg. Mass., Woman's Club were honored at a re Tercentenary Chorus (present and sang her little song, did her little
standing events of the year, the an
man was celebrated Tuesday night,
dance,
and
brought
laughter
where
day
for a visit with friends at Fair- recent trip to Europe. She had been
former
members
of
the
Harvard
Glee
to be the guest of her daughter, Mrs. ception Thursday night following the
nual fair, will be held Nov. 6.
when Chummy Club met with Mrs.
regular business meeting of the club. Club and the Radcliffe Choral Socie before there had been only mud and field. From there she will go to particularly impressed by the war
Tony Cordia.
H. R. Mullen for picnic supper and
like
preparations
that
seemed
to
be
Winthrop,
Mass.,
to
visit
her
brother,
blood
and
tears!
Called forward in order of their ty) G. Wallace Goodrich, conductor.
cards. Mrs. Flora Fernald, Mrs.
TENANT’S HARBOR i
Mrs. Ellen C. Quinn, Mrs. George service to the club each of the four The choral numbers were Harvard
• • • »
Joseph F. Shepherd and family and going on everywhere in Europe. The
Velma Marsh and Mrs. Bertha Hig S. Huntley, Miss'"Edith Riley and past presidents were presented a cor- j
apparent
worship
of
II
Duce
by
hls
then
proceed
to
Florida
where
she
Hymn, by John Knowles Paine, '69;
Mr. Hall remarks that there never
gins were the prizewinners
subjects was a matter of Interest to The Ladies' Sewing Circle will re
Ernest Kendrick, chauffeur, re sage bouquet by Miss Marjorie Spear, i Final chorus from the “Passion ac has been anyone quite like Elsie will spend the winter.
sume meetings in the church parlors
Members of Harbor Light Chapter her.
turned Thursday from a month's the bouquet being of sweet alyssum. cording to St. Matthew" by Bach; Janis, even when she was hub-deep
Dudley Harvie has been spending
The
house
was
beautifully
decorat,
Tuesday night.
O.ES.
desiring
transportation
to
Visit
with
relatives
ln
Prince
Edward
larkspur and asters mingled in green Chorus from “A German Requiem," in the late thirties and ready to
two weeks with relatives in Lynn,
ed with garden flowers and open firs 1 Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey
South
Thomaston
Monday
night
are
Island.
On
the
return
trip,
a
few
and
tied
with
silver
ribbon.
In
the
Op.
54
(
“
Behold
all
flesh
is
as
grass")
skip into the wings for the last time,
Mass. On his return home he was
reminded that Crockett's Bus will on the grates added to the good cheer and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose spent
accompanied by his sister Dorothie. days were spent in Grand Manan receiving line following the presenta by Brahms; Choruses from the Mass she was a performer of incomparable
the weekend touring Cape Cod. The
tion stood the other officers of the in B minor, Et incamatus, Cruciflxus, charm. Her power as an audience leave the Postoffice at 5.36. The of the congenial group.
and Campobello Island, N. B.
route covered was practically the
Chapter will be special guests of Forclub,
first
vice
president
Mrs.
Anna
Cum
sancto
spiritu,
by
Bach,
and
bowler-over
went
far
beyond
her
Mrs. Artinese Mills, an employe of j
same as that of the Roving Reporter
| To celebrate her seventh birthday 8tarrett, second vice president, Mrs. "Fair Harvard," worcte for the Bicen amazing mimicry. A woman un get-me-Not Chapter, the occasion
J J. Newberry Co. is in Knox Hospi
ROCKVILLE
a short time previous. A call was
■ anniversary'. Miss Helen, daughter of Flora Peabody, and treasurer Mrs. tennial in 1836 "by Samuel Gilman of doubtedly touched with genius, her being their annual inspection. Sup
tal, recovering from an appendix op
made Saturday on Mrs. Humphrey's
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fickett, Llmerock Chisie Trone; also four past presi the Class of 1811.
per at 6.30.
work always spoke of the transparent
eration, and is making satisfactory
brother in Montclair, Mass. They
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham
street, entertained nine young friends. dents. Miss Tena McCallum, Mrs.
Mrs. Carl Packard entertained at
simplicity and innocence of a little
gain.
found traffic very heavy indicating
returned
Wednesday
from
Norton's
A happy time was spent playing Ella Cunningham, Mrs. Alice Math
I had never happened to see the j girl.
dinner and supper Thursday, Mrs. that the tourist season is not past in
games, and refreshments were served. ews and Miss Edna F. Boggs. Mrs. personnel of the Boston Symphony I The famous Paris Opera House Pond where they have been occupy
County Attorney and Mrs. J. C.
,( Austin Smith, Mrs Hattie Davies of spite of the low temperature.
Guests were Margaret Dorman, Alice Marjorie Allen of Sanford, first presi Orchestra until this program came, recently suffered a fire, the blaze ing their camp for two weeks.
Burrows are making a few days'
Edward Auspland and family are Rockland. Mrs. Alice Gregory and
visit with the latter's brother in Blaney, Annie Wood, Cynthia Tib dent of the club was unable to attend The names present an all-over-the : starting on the stage and working its
betts, Janice Stanley, Greta Nelson, but tendered regrets. Music for the world flavor, Burgin, Theodorowicz, way to the top of the central dome. moving into the Belle MacGregor Mrs. Margaret Maxey of Glen Cove,
Medford, Mass.
Beverly Fickett and Janice Fickett. reception was furnished by Mrs. Car Lelbovici. Knudson, Zung. Chardon. The Opera had been closed for the house on Beauchamp street. The and Mrs. Inez Strong of Lincolnville.
I house they vacated will soon be occu- Mrs. Smith was overnight guest of
rie R. Smith at the piano.
Mrs. R. H. Esslinger, who has been Helen received many lovely gifts.
Cherkassky. Amerena. Madsen. Szulc. summer during renovation and the
During the program hour, the pan Mazzeo, Juht, Van Wynbergen. ’ installation of new electrical fixtures. I pied by the owner, Mrs. Nancy
the summer guest of her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Packard.
Turner.
Mrs. Dora Bird and Mrs. Faith G. tomime "A Bachelor's Reverie" was Zighera, LaFosse, Raiohman, Geb
and Mrs. E. C. Patterson, has re
TOe church bells in the little New
A reception wl„
tendered Rpv
Berry
have
returned
from
Auburn
presented under direction of Mrs. hardt, etc.
turned to her home in Valley Stream.
England village lustily pealed out and Mrs John w Hyssong Monday
Long Island, N. Y., motoring back where they attended a board meeting Alena Starrett, Mrs. Nancy Clark,
Devotees of the artistic will be in and their noise reverberated through- nlght at thc Baptlst Church under
with Mr. Esslinger and Mr. and Mrs. of the Maine Federation of Music Mrs. Carrie Butler. Mrs. Leda Martin, terested to learn that Ted Shawn
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
out the silent town to echo back from j the djrection of the Trytohelp Club,
R. H. Esslinger, Jr. of Hicksville, Clubs. Reports were read and the an(j Mrs. Flora McKellar. Music ac- and His Dancers will make their only
thc
snow-covered
hills.
But
instead
;
a
cordial
invitation
is
extended
to
all
Long Island, who have been making winter's work outlined, plans being i companiment was furnished by Mrs. Maine appearance this season when
of dulcet chimes and lovely harmon- friends of the parish to attend,
a two weeks’ visit with Mr and Mrs. completed for a festival at Sanford. Carrie R. Smith at the piano, and they will offer their program in Au
ies, sour discords and false notes were
George Hyler is building a garage
A
complimentary
luncheon
given
by
■
vocal
solo
numbers
and
duets
sung
Patterson.
gusta Oct. 13 at Cony High School. heard. The bells were out of tune, on the former Ralph Wentworth
the president Mrs. Farnham, was held by Mrs. Carrie Wyllie and Miss Eve
The Augusta College Club is sponsor
Mr. and Mrs. George Young antd in the Philharmonic Club room. lyn Berry, the music appropriate to ing the event, and the proceeds will hopelessly po. The village lathers 1 property on Spruce Head,
seized their shotguns and ran to the
• . . .
There
was
a
large
attendance.
episodes of the pantomime. Miss
children Muriel. Dorothy and Ray
be used for the benefit of the scholar hotel where the city slicker who had
Hilda
Aspey
was
the
bachelor,
the
Church Notes
mond were recent guests of Mr and
The Green Island summer colony
ship fund, a most worth cause. Miss I Just repaired the bells was stopping.1
Mrs. Kenneth Elwell cZ Orffs Cjiner. held a surprise reunion last night at others. Miss Katheryn Peabody, Dorcas Weston is chairman in case ‘
Baptist Church, John W. Hyssong,
"Young feller," said old Cy Haskins, I
country girl; Mrs. Ethel Griffin, city
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
anyone wishes further information. “We give ye until morning to get out j pastor: Sunday services, 11 a. m. The
Shakespeare Society opens its sea
girl; Miss Eleanor Goodwin, college
[ Lord's Supper, subject “Ye Are Wit
Witham, the affair turning into an
Tongues wagged when Elsie Janis
son Monday evening, meeting at the
girl; Mrs. Flora McKellar, coquette; “Sweetheart of the A.EF.", an-} of town. Ye varmint, ye ain't done I nesses;” 12 m. Graded Bible School,
"ice cream social"—eventually. Pres
right by our knell!"
home of Mrs. Rosa Littlefield. Act I
Miss Evelyn Berry, belle of the ball;
j Miss Helene Dunbar, superintendent;
ent with the Withams were Mr. and |
nounced an open auction of all her;
of "The Tempest" will be read, with
Mrs.
Christine
Barker,
nurse;
Mrs.
| 5.30 p. m. Christian Endeavor, leader,
Mrs.
Harry
W.
French,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
belongings
at
historic
Philipse
Manor
papers given by Miss Winifrefa
Evelyn Robinson, widow; Miss Mary
NORTH HOPE
Ernest Whitney, topic. Building a
H. W. Thorndike and Mr. and Mrs.
House, North Tarrytown, N. Y., and
Coughlin and Mrs. Alice Jamesoq.
Trone, tennis girl; Miss Winona Rob
j Christian World,”, Rev. 21:1-7; 1
Charles Coombs and son Horace of
still
more
when
her
reason
was
made
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease were Peter 2:11-17; 7 p. m. Gospel Service
Miss Coughlin will be leader.
inson, skating girl; Miss Janet Wade,
Belfast.
western girl; Miss Annie Starrett, known to devote the rest of her life guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. E. G. at West Rockport Church; subject,
Dr. N K. Wood of Boston is a guest
Bath Times: Les Camarades Musi teacher; Miss Virginia Wyllie, yacht to helping other people and "mak- Libby of Camden, on a motor trip to "Turning the World Upside Down. ’
of Mr. and Mrs. Almon Cooper. caux met Wednesday mining at the ing girl; Miss Elizabeth Oxton, auto ing people happy, made possible Bar Harbor and Cadillac Mountain, I Thursday night 7 o'clock, prayer and
Limerock street.
home of Miss Alice N. Magoun, with girl; Miss Marjorie Spear, bride. The through the disposal of much of her They were also accompanied by Bur- j Praise Servicce.
Allan H. Ramsay, director of the club costumes were excellent and did much worldly goods. Miss Janis said she ton Libby who is visiting his parents.
Methodist Church: Z Andrews pas
Mrs. George Lurvey. who has been
acting as host. Mrs. Earle Storer. toward making a success of the pan was much misunderstood through the
tor: Sunday services as usual, Church
critically ill in Airdale. N. J., in the
newspaper reports of the sale, and
alto, who is president of the Rubin tomime.
School at 10 o'clock; morning worship
care of a trained nurse, is gradually
The club rooms were decorated for had to write more than 4,009 letters
stein club of Rockland, and Mrs
at 11 with special music; Epworth
Hints for Homemaker*
recovering.
Charlotte Hopkins of Rockland, the reception under direction of Miss to explain her position.
League at 6; service of praise and
• • • •
By Jane Rogers
praye at 7.
Mrs. David McCarty was hostess tp pianist, were guest artists. The rich Marjorie Spear. Two baskets of gla
It has become apparent to friends
• • •
the Tuesday Night Owl's bridge club. voice of the one and excellent play dioli and white phlox were placed on of the actress that a spiritual change
each
side
of
the
stage,
a
bouquet
of
ing
of
Ihe
other
were
greatly
appre

Scribblers Club
Miss Alice Ryan of Calais being a
came into her life as a consequence
special guest. High scores went to ciated by Les Camarades and their pink and blue larkspur decorated the of a serious automobile accident she
The Scribblers' Club met at the
Mrs. Arleen Doherty, Mrs. Molly Ladd guests. Other out of town guests piano, while the table upon which the
home of Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, ComIwere Mrs. George and Mrs. French. buffet’ lunch of cake and ice cream experienced on July 25, 1935. Only the
and Mrs. Marion Cook.
Cleo Hopkins brought the guests to was served had for the centerpiece a past week she said she would not
bowl of bright orange calendulas, have been spared if not for some pur
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach and the meeting.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
flanked on either side by yellow pose. She feels the purpose for which
daugh'er Jeanine have returned from
Mr. and Mrs. Austin J. Moody. Mr. candles in glass candlesticks. Adding she was saved is to help other people.
Bath where they were guests for a and Mrs. Frank B. Rokes of Rockland
Miss Janis said she would not sell
1 few days of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Highlands have returned from a de to the dainty aspect of the table was
her home at Tarrytown except to a
the
lace
cloth.
Napkins
repeated
the
Snow.
lightful motor trip which took them autumnal coloring of the affair. Mrs. society or association that would
through seven States and into Can Mary Moore directed serving of re maintain it as a historic museum.
Mrs. Ernest L. Toner of Yarmouth
ada. Leaving home Sept. 20 they freshments.
The house was built in 1683 by Fred
was guest of honor last night at a
went to Massachusetts via the beaches
At the business meeting it was voted erick Philipse, first lord of the manor
party given by Mrs. Maude S. Cornmaking Fitchburg their home for the to permit Forget-me-not Chapter of of Philipsburgh.
The Colonial ANOST children love canned. Hains, principal of the McLain building.
night. On to New York State, over Girl Scouts the use of the hall for Dames have placed a marker on the 1" walian pineapple and fortun
Present were the teachers, who serve
the Mohawk Trail, a splendid drive, their amateur program to be given in house. After the sale of the furnish ately it provides energy-giving fruit
with Mrs. Comins, and Mrs. Elsa Con
sugars and vitamins so valuable to
with the foliage showing its fall col two weeks, and also to make the
ings, Miss Janis remained there for a growing children. Try serving it
stantine.
ors. Through Albany and on to Buf
troop a gift of $5.
short time with her husband. Gilbert to them in the new, diced shape
which is easy for children to han
John A. Hosmer of Sunset was a falo and Niagara City. One night
Wilson, young motion picture actor, dle
with a spoon and which will add
visitor in the city yesterday, looking and most of one day were spent ad
More dry cleaning bargains next using a “few pieces of furniture from to their enjoyment of this healthful
miring
the
grandeur
of
the
falls.
They
up some of the survivors of the steam
week at Peoples Laundry, 17 Lime- the servants' quarters," then going to dish.
• • •
descended 180 feet into the falls,
boat industry.
rock St., Tel. 170. Free collection Beverly Hills, Calif., to reside. Her
Home-salted Brazil nuts are a
where one had to wear rubber clothes
and delivery.—adv.
new life was begun on Sept. 15 when delicious treat to have on hand.
Mrs. Isabelle Burpee, who has been or be wet through by the spray. The
she flew to Denver to entertain at Scatter a handful of shelled nuts
a guest at R. M. Packard's. Rockland sensation is indescribable. The re
the national encampment of the on a pie tin. Heat them (or ten
minutes Salt them generously and
with VIRGINIA BRUCE • FRANK MORGAN
Highlands, has recently returned to turn trip was made by the way of
Veterans of Foreign Wars. From shake the pan vigorously so that
FANNIE BRICE • RAY BOLGER • NAT
Rochester to Newburg on the Hudson.
her home in Watefville.
Innocent bystanders, whirled
PENBLETON • HARRIET HOCTOR
there she went to the national con the salt comes in contact with the
Passing through Geneva and follow
REGINALD OWEN and ERNEST COSSART
together into tempestuous
entire surface of these aristocrats
vention of the American Legion.
Screen Pley by Wm. Anthony McGuire
The Rubinstein Club was unoffi ing down Lake Seneca, which is very
drama when they witness a
of the Amazon jungle
• • • •
ruthless killing!
cially represented Wednesday night beautiful, and 30 miles long, they
The supplement of one of the Sun
Adolph Zukor proton's
at Bath, when Allan Ramsay enter came to Watkins Glen, a place noted
Due to the fact that this is the original three hour
day papers recently carried an arti
tained his club "Les Camaradcs for its natural caves. The trip con
BIG
cle about Elsie Janis, inspired by the
show it will run continuously from 2.00 to 1 1.00
Musicaux" at the home of Miss Alice tinued through the foothills of the
auction announcement. It seems
Magune.
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins Catskill Mountains, over the Storm
that Times Square called (Elsie “goofy”
TIME OF COMPLETE SHOWS
gave a piano number "En Automme ’ King Highway, which could never be
so Leonard Hall, writer of the article,
MATINEE, 2.00. EVENING, 5.00 AND 8.00
by Chaminade and Mrs. Lydia Storer correctly described, over Bear Moun
has this to say: “So ‘Little Elsie' is
sang a group of songs, choosing for tain Bridge and Trail to New York,
There Will Be a Slight Advance in Prices
BY THE FIRESIDE AT
goofy? Yet those who have long
her numbers—“Si Le Bonheur" from and over the George Washington Me
A Poramovnl F.«»u'O with
known
and
loved
the
lucky
one,
who
Scale of Prices
"Faust" by Gounod; “When I Have morial Bridge. Most impressive was
RALPH BELLAMY
really understand the spiritual
Sung My Song" by Charles and "The a side trip to West Point Academy,
in
DAMARISCOTTA
with
Matinee up to 5.00 o'clock
Evening after 5 o'clock
power-house which has always opera
KATHERINE LOCKE
Star" by Rogers. Those attending where the tourists were privileged to
10c and 75c
Balcony 30c.
Orchestra 40e
FORREST
SMITH
ted
her
amazingly
colorful
and
com

DAVID
HOLT-ANDY
see
1680
cadets
on
parade.
A
turkey
from this district were Mr. and Mrs.
Children 10c
AND
HIS
ORCHESTRA
Directed by
plex
life,
are
in
a
position
to
dis

Round Trip
Cleo Hopkins and their house guest farm was noted where 2300 turkeys
CLYDE STUART HI ISLES
Dancing 8 to 12
miss the easy notions of the Times
Mrs. Marion French, Mrs. Lydia are being fatted for the holidays.
From ROCKLAND
NOW
"PEPPER"
Squareheads with a shrug. They
TODAY
Storer and Mrs. Donald George of The trip was continued through Con
Go Oct. 9 or 10
PLAYING
with
JANE
WITHERS
KNITTING WOOLS
KEN MAYNARD in
seem to reci/I that a certain young
necticut and Rhode Island to Provi
Thomaston.
Return Limit Oct. 13
“
AVENGING
WATERS"
At
attractive
prices.
man of Galilee was given the Judean
dence where a call was made on Carl
Any Train Except
Samples tree with new
Phone 892
equivalent of the bird when he ad
fall hints. Visit our shop
The "What-Not Shop" is a friendly ton Gregory of Rockland, a student
Strnmlined "Flying Yankee”
—
open dally.
Matinee 2.00; Evgs. 6.30
vised a wealthy playboy of those parts
(Children One-IIalf Fare)
spot. Come in and see! Ten percent at the Providence Bible School. In
THOMAS HODGSON
8.30. Cont Sat. 2-10.30
Ask Agent
119-120
to sell all he had and give the re
reduction on all glass and porcelain Boston the night was spent with Mrs.
A SONS. Inc.
Standard Time
Concord Worsted Mills '
sults to the poor! Her friends, and
articles for Saturday, Monday and H. B. Black, a former resident of
CONCORD, N. H.
you and even she would be surprised
108-126
Tuesday,
119' Searsport. The mileage was 1677.

OCl ETY

Officers of Mystic Rebekah Lodge
will be installed Monday night by dis
trict deputy Mrs. Annie Pease of
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge of Appleton, her grand marshal. Mrs. Helen
Gushee also of Appleton. Warren
Lodge, I.O.O.P., is invited to attend
the installation. Supper will be served
at 6 o'clock by the committee in
charge. Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs. Nora
Russell and Mrs. Lizzie Waltz.
George Montgomery and Dorethy
Montgomery, guests the past few days
of their aunt, Mrs. Clarence B. Tol
man. returned Tuesday to their home
in Cushing.
Dorcas Circle of King's Daughters
meets Monday night with Mrs. John
Robinson.
Ladies from Warren attending the
Woman's
Missionary
Conference
Thursday at First Baptist Church,
Belfast, included Mrs. Avis Norwood,
Mrs. Susie Oxton, Mrs. Jennie Kenniston, Mrs. Laura Seavey, Mrs. Isa
Teague, Mrs. Martha Welch. Mrs.
Grace Wyllie, though not attending,
was elected vice president of the Lin
coln Association Woman's Missionary
Conference. A helpful meeting was
reported.

Realm

of

Music

READ THE ADS

£ave7noneq

SO STARS I 300 GLORIFIED
GIRLS IN THE DRAMATIC
MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA!

Spend

COLUMBUS

DAY
in

BOSTON

Go By Train
$5.50

MAINE CENTRAL

HARVEST DANCE
Sat. Night, Oct. 3

LAKEHURST

Straiqht
from the

Shoulder
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Every-Other-Day

The Myth About

Men ® Machines!
made by the automobile. Three times as many new jobs as the
old ones.
And let’s look at some other "job-eater-uppers.’’ The typewriter
and the adding machine. Here are two machines that certainly
let one office worker do the work of at least two or three word
ing by hand.
In 1860 with no office machines, it took 4,369 clerks, book
keepers, and so on for every million of population. Now bring on
the machines. Fewer jobs? Nothing of the sort. By 1930 office
workers had increased to 49,805 per million population... just 11
times as many as before they started doing their work by machine.

OOK at your shoes. They are neat, comfortable... and not

I

too costly. They were made by machine. They give service
to you . . . and employment to scores of people who
made and brought them to you. These include the salesman, the
owner of the shoe store, the truckman who delivered them, all
the men who, step by step, made them. You can figure out your
self how long is that list of people.
More shoes for more people... and at lower prices. Instead
of one pair a day, the machine turns out dozens... and because
the cost is lower, more people can buy.

Facts Don’t Fool

Owe—Machines increase the number ofjobs.

Tu o—Machines increase real wages . . . that is, they make it possible
for the average man to buy more things and better things for his salary
or wages.
Three—Machines shorten working hours, provide more leisure.

Four—Machines bring more things to more people . . . providing the
comforts, conveniences and luxuries that make up our American stand
ard of living.

These are the facts. Now let’s prove them:

Machines Increase the Number of Jobs
From 1890 to 1930, the period of the greatest machine develop
ment, the population of the United States increased 218 per cent.
But jobs increased 291 per cent. In recent years 18 new industries
have given jobs to 10,000,000 people. You can name them your
self ... automobiles, electrical products, rubber tires, gasoline,
rayon and many others.
Ten years from now someone you know may make a fortune
from an idea that today is in the back of his head. It will become
a reality. Be patented. Then a machine will make it. And you and
I will either want it...or get a job making it. A new industry will
arise. All from a machine.

Machines Increase Real Wages
Real wages have increased more than 60 per cent in the past 60
years...the machine age. That is, the average worker can buy
more than half again as much as he could in 1870.
Look at automobile tires for example. Back in 1910 the average
tire cost $25. It did well to last 2,500 miles. But new machines
brought the average tire cost down to $12. And it will run
25,000 or more miles.
In the meanwhile, average wages of industrial workers were
increasing. In 1910, an hour’s labor would buy 23 miles of tire
travel. But today, an hour’s labor will buy 1,220 miles of tire
travel —about forty times as much as in 1910.

Machines Shorten Working Hours...Raise
the Standard of Living
The period of the greatest machine development has seen a de
cline in the hours of work in manufacturing from an average of
60 per week in 1890 to 48 or under now.
Machines have brought within reach of everybody a variety of
comforts, conveniences and luxuries undreamed of 50 years ago
... automobiles, electric lights, telephones, radios and a hundred
other things we could not do without.

it itiply Wealth

Always

Some people say that the machine causes unemployment That it
does the work that men should be doing. But what is the truth
about you and the machine?
•
I
Facts don’t fool. So let’s talk facts:

But what happens to an old industry when one of these new
industries comes in? Let’sjook at the fans again. Take the horse
and buggy business. 1900 Was the top year for jobs in it. Just
about a million people were working as drivers, stable hands,
wagon makers, and so on.
Compare those million jobs w’ith the three million new' jobs

What does all this prove?
One thing MACHINES MAKE JOBS:
There is a throttled demand in America today for nearly
$19,000,000,000 worth of new machinery—enough to keep four
million men steadily at work for two years.
The machine age in America has taught us one simple eco
nomic rule. Real wealth comes from producing more goods so
more people can have a bigger share. That is the American for
mula—always multiply wealth. That formula calls for the in
stallation of new machines to develop new' products... new ma
chines to stimulate production...new machines to make new jobs.
In every advance in machinery, in every new machine, you gain
greater freedom, greater ease ... a better living. You rise to the
heights with the machine.

Ifyou are interested in this subject, learn moreaboutit. A free copy ofa
comprehensive booklet ‘ ‘.Men 12 .Machines "now being prepared, will be
sent you. Write to Room 2036, 11 West 42nd Street, New York City.

★ ★ More Machines Mean More Jobs, More Wages ★ ★
1879

Horsepower Installed
in Factories
(which measures
use of machines)

3,411,000

1929

pf
pf
p

Jobs
in Factories

rf rf rf* rf
rf
rf rf
42,869,000

Increased 12Vz times

8,822,000

Increased 3Vv times

(wage earners)

2,733,000

Total
Factory Wages

$11,607,000,000

Increased 12V\ times
$<948,000,000

121,526,000

Population
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census

Increased 2^2 timet
49,093,000

Courtesy of " Factory"—McGraw-Hill

(This is No. 2 of a Series of Advertisements on America)
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